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ABSTRACT
Experiments were performed using a modification 
of the technique developed by Spanner and Prebble 
1962 to monitor the translocation of tracers along
the petiole of Nymuhoides peltata. Three tracers were
1 ^ 7  o p  p p
used ^^Cs, Br and Na and at least three exper­
iments were performed using each isotope. A ver complete 
record of tracer distribution in time and space was 
obtained for each isotope.
A computer simulation of translocation was
developed based on a physical model consisting of a
centrally located conducting channel in which a mass
flow occures and a surrounding non-conducting ground
tissue. Reversible lateral exchange takes place between
these two. The simulation is characterised by an input
function and three dimensionless parameters,^ ,
and K  which are related to the velocities of longitudinal
flow and reversible lateral leakage and which can be
varried with both time and distance. The simulation is
possessed of considerable versatility and in this way
has many advantages over existing mathematical models.
The information it provides is useful in its own right
and suggests that the importance accorded the linear
nature of the semi-logarithmic profiles in-the past 
n
is unwarr^^ed.
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In association with the above simulation a 
simple direct search optimisation programme was 
developed based on the least squares criterion to match 
the simulation to the experimental data. It was found 
that an acceptable match to the experiments could only 
be obtained if the time course accumulation of activity 
in the root-stock was reduced by an arbitrary factor. 
Although this part of the work failed in its main 
objective of obtaining estimates of the translocation 
parameters, it at least suggested a way in which they 
may be estimated and is encouraging for future work.
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C H A P T E R  O H E
IDTKOBÜQTIOE
The movement of photoaynthetic products ia plants 
has provided botanists with many Intri^uinG problems.
A backward glance through the available literature pro­
vides a testimonial to the difficulties encountered in 
searching for solutions. It is indicative of tie nature 
of the problems that early investigators were not even 
certain in wiiich plant tissue translocation occurred.
In 1923, for example Dixon believed tiiat movement occur­
red in young xylem vess els while some of M s  contemporaries 
held that it took place in tlie phloem parenchyma, especially 
the starch sheath which contained large ninubers of starch 
grains. Sieve tubes had previously been suggested as a 
possible pathway but iiad been opposed because their 
numerous sieve plates were tiioui;ht to present tod high 
a résistance to movement. Although increasing evidence 
in the 1920*8 convinced most workers in the field that 
the products of photosynthesis did indeed move in the 
phloem, it was not until the 1950*s that direct auto­
radiographic evidence of movement provided conclusive 
proof. The early theories put forv/ard to explain the 
mechanism of translocation, such as ordinary diffusion 
(Sachs, 1863), protoplasmic streaming (De Vries, 1883), 
actuated diffusion (Macon and I-laskell, 1928) and surface 
action (Van den Honert, 1932), all failed, for various 
reasons, to comiend themselves in the face of later 
evidence and have been replaced by others. At present 
it can be broadly stated that three theories are being 
canvassed.
The oldest of these, the pressure flow theory of 
l'rfhich(1930) has attracted sup, ort for more than forty 
years. This can probably be attributed to the fact that
- g -
the motive force it suggestssfor translocation is 
based on a simple physical principle, the conditions 
for which are believed to exist in normal translocat­
ing channels. According to this theory a uni­
directional mass flow takes place in sieve tubes driven 
by a simple pressure gradient. Munch suggested a 
physical model to illustrate his theory consisting 
of two semi-permeable bladders filled with different 
concentrations of sugars and connected by a tube*
When this apparatus was immersed in water a mass flow 
took place in the tube from the higher concentration 
to the lower, induced by the unequal tendency of water 
to enter the two bladders. In a plant these unequal 
concentrations are set up and maintained by the secretion 
of sugars into the sieve tubes at a photosynthetic or 
mobilising region and their removal at a meristematic 
or storage region. Hence a mass flow of solution and 
dissolved solute takes place from a ^source" to a *slnk* 
using the sieve tube systems as a conduit.
A second hypothesis is the electro-asmotic theory 
of Spanner (1958; Spanner and Jones 1970)i According 
to this theory the sieve plates do not impede longitudinal 
flow but act instead as electro-osmotic pumps wMch propel 
the translocating stream* Spanner suggests that the 
protenacious filaments which are almost always seen to 
fill up the sieve plate pores in electron micrographs, 
carry fixed negative charges due to ionization. Hence 
mobile positive ions accumulate in the minute channels 
of water between the filaments in the sieve plate pores.
If a potential difference is imposed across the sieve 
plates the positive ions will be urged down the resultant 
electrical gradient with the results that they will move 
and drag the water and neutral solutes with them. The 
potential difference required to make the systems work 
is maintained by unequal secretion of potassium ions on
opposite eiees of the sieve plates. On the downstream 
side of each sieve plate, potassium iona are lost and 
move back by wey of the apaplast to be re-absorbed above 
the plate. Suoh a pimping mechanism requires the ex­
penditure of metabolic energy, a fact which is in keep­
ing with inhibition studies which have shown that trans- 
looation ia indeed metaboXioally dependent. Within 
each sieve tube a mass flow of solution would take place, 
with most probably all the sieve tubes within a phloem 
handle translocating in the same direction. Thus a 
large scale unidirectional mass flow would result.
There is a third hypothesis, or group of liypothoooe. 
Recently several researchers have cxprea&ed an interest 
in the possible d^mamlc capabilities of the mlorofibular 
protein so plentiful in sieve tubes. The micro-peristaltic 
theory of Fensom (1972), attributes the motive force for 
translooation to this. According to his theozy flexible 
networks of protenaoeous helices are arranged to form 
hollow tubules. Sucrose is loaded into those minute 
conduits against surface tension and moved longitudinally 
by peristaltic waves. As the loading and pulsing of 
the tubules is maintained in phase, the liquid in the 
lumen is induced to flow maas*. let another mode 
of transport is invoked by Fen»om*s theory, a very iV^ it 
surface movement along the p-protein. Of these, it is 
ew&deated that the pul&e lacchanism is the chief source 
of transport. Also included among this group is the 
view held by HaoEobbie. T M s  researcher sug&eGte that 
the p-protein wight be responsible for mass flow in the 
phloem in the same way that similar filaments in Kitella 
and the slime mould Hivsarum are thought to generate 
streaming.
The active p-protein hypothesis, unlike the two 
former ones, clearly lends itself to what has become
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known as bidirectional movement. I.e. simultaneous 
movement at the same cellular locus in both directions. 
In-so-far as it envisages this provides a point at 
which it can be experimentally distinguished from the 
others; end so far the evldcnoe seems to be against 
the bidirectional idea. However, the hypothesis need 
not be 80 contrived, and in this case we are left with 
three hypotheses all of which propose mass flow in some 
form. It is this situation which the present work 
attempts to face.
It has proved to be an extraordinarily difficult 
matter to devise operational methods for discriminating 
between the current theories. Every line of evidence 
runs up against counter evidence or alternative lines 
of explanation. Probably more than one approach will 
be needed to settle the matter# certainly the present 
impasse suggests it. Those thoughts are the justification 
for the present work. Starting from the situation out­
lined above it pre-supposes that the translocation process 
is a mass flow. It by-passes the question of the motive 
force and considers instead the factors which influence 
the distribution of a tracer down a simple axis. The 
tracer is assumed to move out of the conducting channels 
laterally in a reversible manner, accummulating in the 
ground tissue as it does so. Thus beside the geometrical 
factors of cross-sectional area and perimeter* the dis­
tribution pattern is governed by the linear velocity of 
transport and the two velocity constants of lateral move­
ment, one for loss and one for uptake, all three being 
poaaible variable down the axis.
Such an approach as this, while not issnediately 
settling the question of mechanism, holds out the promise 
of providing information of a precise kind hitherto
— //-
unobtainable. Further, tlirougli raaking it comparative by 
using different tracers of different kinds, the element of 
discrimination between hypotheses may possibly be provided.
The History of the Mathematical Approach:
When radioactive tracers became easily available for 
experimental use, research into pîiloem translocation was 
markedly accelerated. Because such tracers were so easily 
detectable, tlieir distribution within the plant after 
application became a prime metliod of research. It was 
found tliat if a radioactive substance was introduced into 
the phloem of a translocating plant and allowed to move 
for 80«m time, its distribution idLthin the plant axis al­
most always approximated a straight line when the logarithm 
of activity per tmit length was plotted against distance.
This distribution pattern has been given various nasfies: 
the translocation profile, the logarithmic profile and 
]^rhaps most descriptively correct, the exponential fall- 
off pattern.
The log-linear nature of these profiles, was encouraging 
from a theoretical point of view. It suggested that over 
fair distances the kinetics of translocation were reasonably 
consistent and that tiiey were probably capable of being 
described by a simple model tliat %muld lend itself to mathe­
matical formalisation. The zaass flow hypothesis to which a 
lateral leakage component was added to account for the ex­
ponential nature of the distribution, soon became popular.
At the present time (as discussed above) mass flow is still 
favoured; probably for three reasons. First it is in keeping 
with a conâiderable mass of experimental evidence. Second it 
is in agreement with the most plausible theories of translocation; 
particularly the pressure flow and eloctro-aematic theories.
Third, a radial movement of assimilates and ions seems a prioi 
necesoary to supply the tissues surrounding the translocating 
stream, and vice versa.
With one notable exception (Oam^y and Phillips, 1963}
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all working mathematical models have been based on the 
mass flow hypothesis. The earliest contribution in 
this area was made by Horwitz in 1958. This work merits 
special attention in as much as it was pioneering and 
set the trend in this type of analysis. Of tne six models 
investigated only numbers one and three, those related 
to mass flow with irreversible lateral leakage, were con­
sidered to conform with the experimental data. Model 
number two considered the case of reversible leakage but 
was not favoured because the profiles it predicted were 
concave upwards and were believed not to conform with the 
existing experimental profiles. Model number four was 
based on an asmotic pressure flow of the type expected 
of a Munch mechanism were operative. This model proved 
difficult to analyse but the results indicated that both 
a hydrostatic pressure gradient and velocity gradient 
would have to occur along the translocating column in 
order for the model to agree with the experimental data. 
The remaining two models dealt with activated diffusion 
and surface flow. The former led to an error function 
as a solution and was not considered to be consistent 
with existing experimental profiles. The surface flow 
model was also rejected for similar reasons.
In 1961 Spanner and Prebble published experimental
data which they discussed in the light of a model based
■
on mass fl-ow with irreversible lateral leakage. A time 
variable input function wa also permitted. With this 
model they intended to analyse a rather unique set of 
data obtained with an anatomically very simple axis, in 
fact a long thin petiole. Translocation profiles for 
had been obtained continuously from the same ex­
perimental plant over a 44 hour period. The investigation 
failed in its major goal to obtain an estimate of the 
parameters governing longitudinal flow and lateral leakage 
but it did make several valuable conclusions. Their 
analysis showed that lateral leakage of caesium was almost
- / J -
certainly reversible and that the rate of translocation 
most probably increased with distance.
At least two other models have been published based 
on the mass flow - irreversible lateral leakage hypothesis. 
The work by Evans et al (1962), using a rather more com­
plex stem system, concluded that these assumptions were 
in keeping with their experimental data and for an 
estimated velocity of 60 cm h'" they calculated that 
the rate of lateral leakage of sucrose was about 0.8 per 
cent of that in the sieve tubes per cm. of axis trans­
versed. Fisher (1969) also agreed that the hypothesis 
provided a satisfactory basis for a kinetic model but 
he emphasised the effect of leaf kinetics on translocation. 
More recently Gataldo et al (1971) have revised Horwitz*s 
model number two allowing for reversible leakage, to 
account for the apparent difference between the rates 
of transport of THO and ^ 0^- sucrose applied simultaneously.
One further mathematical investigation, centred on 
the diffusion analog of Canny and Phillips (1963), re­
quires discussion. As mentioned earlier this model is 
unique because it is the only one not based on a mass flow 
hypothesis. In 1961 and 1962 Tiiaine reported light micro­
scopic observations of streaming in sieve tubes. These 
«traiiscellular strands** were apparently seen to be con­
tinuous within the sieve tube lumen from plate to plate. 
Streaming ocoured in them in both an apical and a basal 
direction. In 1962 Ceuiny published on these observations 
and in 1963 he and Phillips formulated a mathematical 
model to investigate its quantitive aspects. According 
to the model one half of the strands transport assimilates 
apically wliile the remainder transport basally. The 
velocity of transport in each is assumed to be approximately 
the same. The sieve tube lumen in which the strands 
lie, is filled with a stationery sucrose solution and a 
reversible lateral exchange takes place between the strand 
and the lumen contents. The model predicts a changing
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pattem for the translocation profile. For short times 
it is of a wave type and for longer time periods the 
profile changes to a diffusion type. The solution for 
this latter case was found to be the familiar error 
function, erf. A transition phase exists in between, 
in which the profile exhibits both characteristics.
The Canny/Phillips model received considerable attention 
for some time but has lost favour since it was found 
impossible to verify the prescence of the transcellular 
strands with the electron microscopes, or to confirm 
unequivocably the existence of bidirectional movement.
If it is possible to make a general assessment re­
garding the mathematical approach to translocation, one 
would have to conclude that it has not been as fruitful 
as hoped. There is no doubt that it has justified the 
mass flow-lateral leakage hypothesis but as a tool for 
settling the major controversies, the approach has so 
far fallen short. Not one of the mathematical models, 
for example, has been able to analyse to satisfaction 
an experiment designed to obtain reliable values for 
the translocation parameters, i.e. the velocity and 
velocity constants. This is not the fault of the math- 
mat ical te Clinique in general but occurs because no set 
of data is available which gives sufficient information 
for the complete mathmatical analysis. Furthermore, even 
if such data did exist there would still remain the prob­
lem of how to handle it, a problem which so far has not 
really arisen.
The Experimental Side of the Problem
On the surface it would seem that radioactive tracer 
techniques are an ideal and easy way of determining 
the detailed parameters of translocation. However, this 
has proven not to be the case and in some ways tracers 
have actually been misleading for they have led experi­
menters to make wrong conclusions. One problem lies in 
the fact that it is extremly difficult to distinguish 
between tracer located in the translocating stream and 
tracer that resides in the surrounding non-conducting
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tissue. If lateral leakage did not occur the problem 
would be an easy one. Two geiger tubes set some dis­
tance apart on a plant axis, corrected to the same 
efficiency would give the time required for tracer 
to move a measured distance. This would at once yield 
the only”parameter operating the linear velocity. 
However lateral lealcage does occur and the principle 
first described is inadequate (though often used) be­
cause of it. Lateral leakage attenuates the trans­
locating stream as it moves; hence estimates of the 
velocity are below their true value.
C H A P T E R  T W O
A COMPUTER SIÎ'IULATION OP TRANSLOCATION 
IN THE PHLOEM
Introduction:
Tile computer simulation of translocation in the 
phloem, which will be discussed in this chapter, was 
designed as a means of analysing experimental results 
obtained in a manner similar to, but more complete 
than, those of Spanner and Prebble (1962). The simulation 
is therefore most immediately suited to represent such 
an experimental set up as that involving Nymphoides 
peltata designed by these investigators; tnat is, a 
long uniform axis having a single leaf as a source and 
a root- stock as a sink. However, the theoretical dis­
tributions predicted by the simulation are quite general 
and can be used to represent any translocating axis of 
equally simple anatomy, based on a mass flow hypothesis. 
Unlike an analytical model however, the simulation is 
possessed of a very considerable degree of versatility 
which can be easily realised.
It is convenient at the outset to make an important 
distinction. A complete simulation procedure involves 
two stages. The first of these calls for an interpretation 
of how the actual physJdLogical or other process is taking 
place. It leads to the setting up of a suitable physical 
model embodying this interpretation. The second stage 
consists in the representation of the physical model by 
a computer programme. The value of this later stage, 
as compared with a system of equations capable of an 
analytical solution, lies in the much greater versatility 
which can be built into it.
In the present work the physical model describes 
the way in which the plant system is believed to operate.
It outlines the actual physical arrangement of the con-
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ducting channel, the nature of the movement of the 
assimilate stream and the accessory processes which 
contribute to the complex distinction along the plant, 
axis of the substances under study. The computer 
simulation consists of a computer programme written in 
Fortran. Its operation is judged to produce results 
quantitively and qualitatively the same as those of the 
physical model. Hence, if the physical model is an 
adequate representation of the real life translocating 
plant axis, then it is possible to perform experiments 
with the computer simulation ano draw conclusions regard­
ing the plant system. Two distinct requirements therefore 
must be satisfied; first, the physical model must a&quately 
represent the plant system and second, the computer pro­
gramme must adequately simulate the physical model. Of 
these two requirements the first, almost inevitably, is 
the one which sets limits on the overall sufficiency of 
the analysis.
Physiological Work:
The experimental technique and apparatus used in 
this investigation was a modification of that developed 
by Spanner and Prebble in 1961. A small aquatic plant 
Nymphoides peltata (Gmel.) 0. Kunze, was selected because 
of its many convenient anatomical features. In cross- 
section the petiole is seen to consist of a larger central 
vascular bundle surrounded by an extensive system of air 
passages with four smaller vascular strands located on 
the periphery. The petiole is continuous, relatively 
uniform and can be made to grow to a length exceeding 
40 cm. when suitably cultivated in tanks.
i
Because the intention was to monitor the accumulation 
and movement of radioactive tracers as they were being 
translocated longitudinally in the petiole, the lateral 
vascular strands and part of the surrounding parenchyma 
and epidermis were removed in order to help eliminate 
self-absorbtion of the^-particles. A tool was prepared
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FIGURE 1
Cross section ®f the petiole of Nyaphoides peltata 
showing the central vascular bundle. The xylem is 
situated centrally with the phloem forming a crescent 
below. Section hand cut, stained with aniline: blue 
and mounted in water.
for this purpose by cutting two trianguleir pieces from 
the sharp edge of a razor blade and mounting them on a 
perspex block, about 2 mm apart, with the pointed ends 
up. The petiole was pushed down against these two small 
knives so that they penetrated the region of the air 
spaces on either side of the main vascular strand. The 
axis was then run against the sharp edges longitudinally, 
so that two parallel cuts removed the remaining unwanted 
tissue. In this way the petiole was stripped of its latereuL 
vascular strands and part of the surrounding parenchyma 
and epidermis from about 5 cm. below the lamina to a 
paint just above the root-stalk. (Figure 1).
Experiments were performed using four different 
radioactive tracers ^^^Cs, ^^Na, ^^Rb and ^^Br, and in 
each case the experimental set up was the same. However, 
at this point, only one experiment using active caesium 
will be described. The results obtained for the other 
tracers will be presented in a later chapter.
A perspex shelf 42 cm. long and 12 mm thick with a 
shallow groove milled down the centre was prepared by 
covering it with a thin polythene film held down with 
vaseline. The petiole was laid along the groove, moistened 
with water ano covered from above with a second,polythene 
film. The root-stock was placed in a glass vial,filled 
with water and put in the light-tight well of a plastic 
phosphorous scintillator. The le&f was allowed to float 
in a shallow pehspex dish which maintained a water-tigfet 
seal around the petiole with vaseline and light was pro­
vided by a 12 volt, 36 watt car-head lamp focused on the 
lamina (Figure 2).
About 100/^c. of Cl, supplied by the Radio­
chemical Centre, Amersham in O.IN HCl, was evapo rated 
to dryness on a watch-glass and then dissolved in 2 ml 
of 0.1M sucrose buffered to pH^. A small reservoir was 
built around the petiole with perspex and vaseline in 
the position indicated in Figure One and the ^^^Cs Cl
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solution was placed in it on top of the petiole by 
means of a 10 ml, syringe.
The stripped portion of the petiole was monitored 
by a Geiger tube mounted on an overhead track. It was 
designed in such a way as to move automatically up and 
down the petiole, stopping at predetermined stations 
to count for a specified length of time. There were 
eight stations spaced 3.5 cm. apart over the stripped 
portion of the petiole, A final ninth station saved 
the scintillator well. After the radioactive caesium 
solution was placed in the reservoir, the Geiger tube 
was made to count the activity in the petiole at station 
one, situated a convenient distance immediately down­
stream from the tracer reservoir. When the prescence 
of the active caesium was affirmed, the following 
counting sequence was begun. The Geiger tube monitored 
the petiole at each of the first eight stations in turn, 
starting at the one nearest the lamina, and moving toward 
the root-stock. Vi/hen the ninth station was encountered, 
the scintillator counted the activity in the root well.
It then returned to station one and the sequence began 
again.
Although stripping the petiole does not appear to 
permanently damage the translocation mechanism, it might 
interrupt longitudinal flow temporarily. Most probably 
the plant is placed in a state of "shock” and some time 
is required for it to recover. In order to minimise this 
effect, the following chronological order of events was 
followed. During day one of the experiment, the apparatus 
was set up and the Nymphoides plant prepared by stripping 
the petiole of unwanted tissue. It was then placed in 
the apparatus as illustrated, but no tracer was applied. 
During the following night the plant remained in position 
with the lights off. On the morning of day two the lamina 
was illuminated and about two hours later the tracer was 
applied and the counting sequence begun. Late that evening 
or early next morning, the experiment was terminated. When 
it was not possible to follow this time sequence
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exactly, as long a "recovery" time as possible v/as 
given before the tracer was applied.
The two counting systems used in the experiment, 
the Geiger tube and plastic, scintillator,
unfortunately did not operate at the same counting 
efficiency* If the data from both sources is to be 
used jointly for analysis, a way must be found to 
convert the data they produce to the same efficiencies.
A conversion factor to perform this task was obtained 
as follows. After fifteen hours of continous operation, 
the counting sequence was stopped and the petiole was 
cut with a sharp blade just at the start of station one 
and at ^ the end of station eight, taking care not to 
move the petiole. One complete set of counts was then 
taken at each station. The glass vial containing the 
root-stock was removed from the scintillator well, the 
root and attached petiole discarded and the vial quickly 
rinsed. Next the cut petiole and the two layers of 
polythene surrounding it were removed from their position 
on the perspex shelf, rolled up and placed in the glass 
vial and counted in the scintillator well. , In this %ay 
the same piece of tissue was monitored by both counting 
methods.
The total activity in the petiole at the efficiency 
of the Geiger tube was obtained by plotting the final 
Geiger readings, drawing a smooth curve through them and 
then intergrating this curve using the trapezoidal rule. 
If N represents the total activity in the petiole and 
M is the corresponding activity as registered by the 
scintillator, then H = where ÿis the constant of pro­
portionality between the two methods of assay. Hence,
^ » N/M and the required conversion factor is obtained. 
For all of the experiments described in this work, a 
value for was obtained using this method. The readings 
from the scintillator, for activity in the root-stock.
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were then multiplied hy ^ to convert them to the same 
efficiency as the readings from the G.M. tube.
Some Experimental Results:
It this point it is convenient to present a typical 
set of experimental results obtained when ^^^Gs is used 
as a tracer. The activity of the caesium, as monitored 
by the Geiger tube at the individual stations for 400 3. 
counting periods,is plotted in Figure 3 as a function 
of time • , Also included is the curve obtained for the 
accumulation of tracer in the root-stock. Note that the 
curves for the eight stations are continually increasing 
and generally form a descending order of magnitude,with 
the curve for station one being the highest and the others 
following in order of their position on the petiole.
Only the curve at station seven, in dashed lines on the 
graph, breaks this rule. This is attributed to a possible 
greater Geiger tube efficiency at this point due to a 
smaller distance between the G.M. tube and the petiole. 
Alternatively a clump of cells might have been left there 
during the stripping.process and caesium accumulated in 
them. In the analysis of these results this station has 
therefore been ignored.
Vertical intercepts were taken from these curves 
at one hour intervals. When these values are plotted 
against distance down the petiole, as indicated by their 
associated station number, a set of hourly translocation 
profiles are obtained. In Figure 4, these profiles are 
plotted on an arithmetic vertical scale and in Figure 5 
on a logarithmic vertical scale. The straight lines 
obtained in Figure 5 for tracer distihution with dis­
tance, strongly suggest the usual exponential fall-off 
pattern so often described in the literature dealing 
with translocation. These were fitted to the data using 
a simple least squares criterion. Wlien the slopes of 
these lines are plotted against hourly profile number.
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the graph in Figure 6 ie ohtainod. The reasonably 
smooth curvilinear relation it reflects, suggests 
a strong family relationsiiip between the profile*.
In the analysis of tills experiment, and for the 
other experiments which are to follow in a later chap­
ter, it v/as found necesaary to re—organise the data*
What was required, in fact, was a curve describing the 
total amount of tracer which had passed station one at 
any time during the experiment. ïhis requirement was 
fulfilled as follows. First the total activity in each 
of the hourly profiles from station one to the lip of 
the scinhllation counter was obtained, a distance of 
40 cm in all. $o do tîiis the logarithmic profiles 
were extrapolated to 40 cm and then numerically intergrated, 
performing the required transformation from logarithmic 
to arithmetic values as required. Then these values were 
added to their corresponding root curve values to give 
the time course distribution of total activity which liad 
passed station one. This curve (Figure 7) will be called 
the integral curve at station one tmd designated I*(t).
As will be described shortly, the physical model re­
presenting this experimental set up, will in part be 
characterised by an input function, F (t), which describes 
the^rate of entry of tracer at station one. Hence,
- i,(t)
and the reason for calling I^(t) the integral curve at 
station one becomes obvious. Clearly it is possible to 
obtain integral curves, in a similar manner for any of 
the eight stations if they £ire required.
The Physical Models
A simple physical model similar to the one proposed 
by Horwitz (1953) and Spanner and Prebble (1961; is
- 2 9 -
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adopted to represent the experimental set up just 
described. Figure 8 represents a segment of the *^ >lant 
axis” as it is assumed by the physical model. A cen­
trally located conducting channel, representing the sieve 
tubes, is surrounded by non-conducting ground tissue.
Basally the "axis” is terminated in a compartment re­
presenting the root-stock. In cross-section the con­
ducting channel has an area A and perimeter S and the 
ground tissue has area A . At time zero, tracer begins 
to diffuse into the conducting channel at the apical 
end moves toward the base with velocity v. As it passes 
down the axis the tracer leaks reversibly into the sur­
rounding ground tissue. When it leaves the "axis" the 
tracer accumulates in the compartment representing the 
root-stock. These movements are believed to be responsible 
for build-up of tracer in the petiole and the root-stock.
An input function, F^Ct), represents the molar rate of 
entry of tracer into the system at x = o and in association 
with V, two further translocation parameters, k and k*^  * 
characterise leakage out of and into the conducting 
channel respectively.
It must be pointed out at this point, that the velocity 
of movement of the tracer is in no way intended to reflect 
the velocity of movement of assimilates in the real life 
petiole. These two might be moving at the same rate or 
at entirely different rates; in either case we will be 
concerned only with the velocity of movement of the radio­
active tracer.
The Computer Simulation:
The computer simulation is constructed in a form 
suggested by the physical model as follows. A double 
acanpay of 300 addresses (the number is a matter of con­
venience) is set up in the computer store to represent
- 3 / -
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the plant axis* Each address stands for a segment of 
constant length (Ax) of the plant axis* This length 
links the simulation with real distance* and its con— 
sistancy derives as a matter of convenience from the 
experimental arrangements for assaying the tracer in 
the axis* The assays are labelled P(l), P(2), (P(3)
----- P(300) and G(1), G(2), G(3) -----  G(300).
Each G—address (G for ground tissue) pairs with its 
corresponding P—address to represent the non-conducting 
ground tissue surrounding the conducting channel. 
Terminating the P-array is an address R (R for toot- 
stock).
The operation of the simulation is broadly as 
follows* A number of "units" representing an amount 
of tracer (this depends on an arbitrary interval At - 
see later) is introduced into ,P(1) and passes down 
the P-assay in sequential operations from address to 
address* During this process reversible movement takes 
place between corresponding P and G-addresses according 
to suitable probability factors (R* and R** ) discussed 
later. The units which emerge from P(300) accumulate 
in R* The total standing in R represents the aggregate 
accumulation of tracer in the root-stock* (See Figure 9).
The "units" referred to here represents an amount 
of tracer proportional (on a convenient scale) to the 
experimentally recorded count-rates* Their absolute 
value is immaterial* For ease of reference the computer 
assays are represented by symbols which serve two pur­
poses; first to indicate genre and second to indicate 
positiHB. on the simulated axis. The general designations 
are P(i) and G(i) where i is an integer and can take 
values from 1 to 300 inclusive. Further, the number
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of units present at any address will be designated 
Xpj^  and where the subscripts Pi and Gi refer to 
the address in question. Renee, for example, the sentence 
**there are X units in P-address number 5” will be 
written in symbols as P(5) = Xp^
The physical model is characterised by three 
transport parameters (v, k*, k^), and by an input 
function the latter representing the molar
rate of entry of the tracer into the system at x « o.
These magnitudes have to be translated into suitable 
terms before the computer simulation can attempt to 
reproduce the experimental results# In this trans­
lation the linear velocity v becomes a dimensionless 
parameter i) ; like v tliis may vary with both distance 
and time; i.e. with both address and ordinal number 
attributable to the computer operation: The relation 
between i) and v is given by:-
S) = V At
A x
where A x  has been defined as the length of axis cor­
responding to the address# and At is a time intervail 
chosen arbitrarily for each address so as to give a 
suitable value. It should be noted that At constitutes 
the link between the simulation and real time# as A x  
is the link with real distance. The simulation is 
”smoother** the smaller the value of However#
smoothness can also be achieved (again at a cost in 
computer time) by making A x  small; and in fact it was 
found adequate and convenient in the present work to 
make Ax » i cm. and then to work with ^ equal to unity. 
This leads to the relation:-
At » Ax
V
Physically it Implies that in the simulation of the
continuous functioning of the physical model by the 
discontinuous mode of the computer, a ’translocation** 
operation on a P-address corresponds to the complete 
emptying of one section of the channel into the next.
Similarly, the velocity constants k*, k** of the 
reversible lateral leakage become the dimensionless 
parameters ^  ^  These are associated respectively
with the P-addreases and the corresponding G-addresses. 
Like S) they may be variable down the array and with 
simulated time. They are applied to the contents of 
the P and G addresses to simulate the reversible leakage, 
and their connection with k*, K** can be derived as follows
Suppose L’, L” are the oppositely-directed molar 
fluxes of tracer between the conducting strand and the 
ground tissue in the element Ax during the time At.
If C *, C” are the molar concentrations of tracer and S 
is the leakage perimeter then clearly
L* = k'.C*. S AX. At 
L« = k**. C”. S Ax. At
Let A*, A** be the cross-sectional areas of the two phases, 
and let oC(assumed everywhere the same) be a multiplier 
converting instrumental readings to moles of tracer per 
unit length. Then if the quantitiés X handled by the 
computer are the instrumental readings themselves we can 
write
oC-Xpi = A* C» 
cK = A" C"
' f
If r are the oppositely-directed transfers between 
P and G in the simulation we have
= A  • Xpj^
r " =  k'xGi
Finally we may write
/
« oZ'T ' Ax.
I," = oC ./-"-Ax
- 3 4 -
Combining these equations we finally obtain
/<• = k'.s .At
I»
jS»’ = k*.s • At 
I"
Finally the input function F^(t) becomes a function 
Xg(%) which gives the input to the P-array at the 
start of the nth computer cycle. It is related to 
F^(t) by the equation
Xg(n) = ?o(t)VLt 
or %o(n) =«c
^ oC
where ( l t  ) is obtainable directly from the experimental 
results. However, as will be seen later, it may not be 
the most convenient way of introducing them into the 
programme.
Operation of the Programme:
The computer simulatèsntranslocation in the follow­
ing way. We may assume as a starting point that all 
of the addresses have a definite content. The computer 
scans each pair of addresses (P, G) in turn and for 
each it valuates.
0 = Xpi - J<’’
0 units are then added to the G-address and subtracted 
from P-address. If 0 is positive this amounts to trans­
ferring 0 units from P to G; if however 0 is negative 
the reverse transfer occurs. In this way the simulation 
accommodates the case when the concentration in the 
ground tissue is higher than that in the translocating 
stream. Having completed,the computer moves the entire
P-array one address in the direction of simulated trans­
port. This leaves P(1) empty, while the contents of R
- 3 7 -
becomes increased by that previously in P(500),
The address P(1) is then replenished by the approp­
riate value of and the whole process is re­
peated. Each replenishment of P(1) marks the passage 
of an element ( At) of real time; consequently the 
real time to which the simulation corresponds can be 
ascertained by keeping a running tabulation of the 
number of times P(1) is repleiished. At selected real 
times the computer sums the P and G paired addresses 
in units of three to represent one centimeter lengths 
of the plant axis and then prints out conveniently se­
lected units as well as X^. These values can then be 
compamd directly with the experimental results.
Figure 10 is & descriptive flow diagram of how the 
simulation works. Before discussing what this diagram 
illustrates, it is necessary to explain two remaining 
points. As mentioned previously, the function which 
gives the rate of input into the simulation, X^ (l%), is 
not the most convenient means of introducing units into 
the simulation. In practice it is more convenient to 
set oC equal to one and use of function related to^l^(t), 
that is, related to the integral curve at station one.
This function is designated ^ ( t ) and is, in fact, 
identical to I*(t). The Greek script is used to indicate, 
as has been the convention throughout this chapter, that 
J^(t) belongs to the operation of the simulation as 
different from the physical model. Hence a general 
designation for the number of units entering the simulation 
in time At is given by
i^ P^l * At)- J|,(t).
A final parameter, X, representing the length of 
axis the programme is to simulate, is required. In the 
experimental set up, the length of the Nymphoides petiole
" 3  ? -
was 40 cm,, however as the simulation is also used to 
represent a general translocating system, it was useful 
to construct the programme to accommodate a variable 
length for the petiole. Since there are 500 pairs of 
addresses, each representing 4 cm., the maximum possible 
length of petiole that can be simulated is 100 cms.
Hence, X can take value for axis length, less than or 
equal to 100 cms, in units of whole centimeters. If, 
for example, it is required to simulate a petiole 40 cm. 
long, then %=40 and the number of addresses used is 
5 X 40 or 120.
The flow diagram consists of a series of boxes 
arranged in a sequence horizontally and connected by 
arrows. Inside are simple instructions which represent 
the action the computer is performing at that time.
The programme is entered at the instruction START and 
finished when STOP is encountered. Each series of boxes 
arranged horizontally represents either a simple sequence 
of instructions that the computer obeys once and then 
leaves in favour of the number at the end of the arrow; 
or it represents a sequence traversed repeatedly until 
a set condition is fulfilled, at which point the sequence 
is left. The series beginning with START is a simple 
set of instructions which sets the contents of all the 
addresses equal to zero, reads in the parameter values 
and prepares the programme to begin. The set of in­
structions beginning at ®  evaluates the number of units 
which enter the "plant axis" in the next interval At and 
places them in P(1). A running tabulation of the simulated 
time is then made and a decision taken on the result of 
this, to exit in favour of (§)or o f @  The sequence be­
ginning at @  forms a recurrence loop which has the task 
of calculating the total P^^G flux at each address and 
distributing the units accordingly. When the decision 
is eventually taken to exit in favour of then for 
this occasion the part of the programme that simulates
- 3 9 -
lateral leakage is completed. Sequence is also a 
loop and simulates the longitudinal flow down the 
axis. The first instruction intransfers the con­
tents of the final P-array cumulatively into R and 
then an interval loop beginning at @  shifts the con­
tents of each P-address down one place. When tiiis 
is completed the loop exits in favour o f I t  can 
be seen then, that the programme is basically one major 
loop beginning at(T)which is repeated many times; with­
in the major loop are minor ones. Each repetition of 
the major loop marks the passage of unit time. At, 
which is tabulated as the time variable t. Instruction 
(5) is encountered only when t is greater tiian or equal 
to the dummy variable T. The sequence beginning at 
periodically prints out the contents of the arrays which 
constitute the simulated translocation profile. A series 
of ten such profiles will be obtained before the computer 
is instructed to stop.
A programme which performs this series of in­
structions was written in Fortian and run thrugh the com­
puting facilities of the University of London. A listing 
of the programme is included in Figure 11 and a typical 
output in Figure 12. The programme contains many com­
ment statements explaining the work the computer is doing 
and it is designed to be as clear as possible to help 
the reader. As mentioned previously the simulation is 
intended, in detail, to represent a petiole approximately 
40 cm. long. Hence, the output in Figure 12 consists 
of a series of ten hourly profiles. The number of units 
present in the first centimeter of the petiole, the fifth 
centimeter and then every five centimeters, for a 40 cm. 
interval, are printed out. Also the natural logarithms 
of these values were requested, and are printed below 
the entries to which they correspond. It is further possible, 
if required, to have all the units representing the one 
centimeter lengths to be printed out by selecting the
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0.000000
VALUES OF THE COEFFIC IENTS OF THE INTEGRAL CURVE 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 0.000000 WW= 0.00000
K1
.01000
K2 VEL
.0 0 1 0 0  4 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
LENGTH
4 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
D IST R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 1 . 0 0
THE NUMBER OF UNIT S PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 1 0 0 0 0 . 0  
THE NUMBER OF UN IT S IN  THE PETIO LE= 1 0 0 0 0 . 0  
THE ^iUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE SYSTEM= 1 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
7 6 5 . 6 3 2  5 9 1 . 4 1 9  4 1 8 . 8 4 6  2 8 7 . 2 9 6
6 . 6 4 1  6 . 3 8 3  6 . 0 3 8  5 . 6 6 1
20 CM 
1 8 8 . 5 1 6  
. 5 . 2 3 9
25 CM 
1 1 5 . 6 8 7  
4 . 7 5 1
30 CM 
6 3 . 2 1 2  
4 . 1 4 6
35  CM 
2 6 . 5 2 6  
3 . 2 7 8
40  CM 
1 . 9 3 0  
. 6 5 7
ROOT
0*000
0.000
D IS T R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 2 . 0 0
THE NUMBER OF UNITS PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 3 0 0 0 0 . 0
THE NUMBER OF UNIT S  
THE NUMBER OF UNITS  
1 CM 
2 0 6 7 . 2 3 4  
7 . 6 3 4
IN  THE PETIO LE= 3 6 8 6 4 . 5  
IN  THE SYSTEM= 4 0 0 0 0 . 0  
5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
1 7 1 5 . 5 8 5  1 3 4 9 . 9 9 1  1 0 5 3 . 8 0 4
7 . 4 4 8  7 . 2 0 8  6 . 9 6 0
20 CM 
8 1 5 . 2 5 2  
6 . 7 0 3
25 CM 
6 2 4 . 3 4 1  
6 . 4 3 7
30 CM 
4 7 2 . 6 1 8  
6 . 1 5 8
35 CM 
3 5 2 . 9 6 4  
5 . 8 6 6
40  CM 
2 5 9 . 4 0 6  
5 . 5 5 8
ROOT
3 1 3 5 . 4 7 2
8 . 0 5 1
D IST R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 3 . 0 0
THE NUMBER OF UNITS PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 5 0 0 0 0 . 0  
THE NUMBER OF UNITS IN THE P E T I0 L E =  7 6 8 9 6 . 0  
THE NUMBER OF UNITS IN THE SYSTEM= 9 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
3 8 3 9 . 3 6 0  3 2 7 8 . 4 5 1  2 6 8 1 . 0 6 4  2 1 8 2 . 9 8 7
8 . 2 5 3  8 . 0 9 5  7 . 8 9 4  7 . 6 8 8
20 CM 
1 7 6 9 . 2 5 5  
7 . 4 7 8
25 CM 
1 4 2 6 . 9 1 6  
7 . 2 6 3
30 CM 
1 1 4 4 . 7 9 9  
7 . 0 4 3
35 CM 
9 1 3 . 2 9 9  
6 . 8 1 7
40 CM 
7 2 4 . 1 8 7  
6 . 585
ROOT
1 3 1 0 2 .0 0 1
9 . 4 8 1
D IST R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 4 . 0 0
THE NUMBER OF UNITS PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 7 0 0 0 0 . 0  
t h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE PETIO LE= 1 2 9 2 9 1 . 0  
T h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE SYSTEM= 1 6 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
6 0 2 9 . 2 8 0  5 2 3 6 . 4 0 7  4 3 7 8 . 4 4 8  3 6 4 9 . 7 8 8
8 . 7 0 4  8 . 5 6 3  8 . 3 8 4  8 . 2 0 2
20 CM 
3 0 3 2 . 7 2 3  
8 . 0 1 7
25 CM 
2 5 1 1 . 6 9 5  
7 . 8 2 9
30 CM 
2 0 7 3 . 0 8 0  
7 . 6 3 7
35 CM 
1 7 0 4 . 9 8 0  
7 . 4 4 1
40 CM 
1 3 9 7 . 0 3 6  
7 . 2 4 2
ROOT
3 0 7 0 9 . 0 3 6
1 0 . 3 3 2
DIST R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 5 . 0 0
t h e  NUMBER OF UNITS PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 9 0 0 0 0 . 0
T h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE PETIO LE= 1 9 3 2 7 4 . 3  
t h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE SYSTEM= 2 5 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
8 5 9 0 . 1 7 3  7 5 5 0 . 1 3 3  6 4 1 1 . 1 8 1  5 4 3 0 . 5 3 1
9 . 0 5 8  8 . 9 2 9  8 . 7 6 6  8 . 6 0 0
20 CM 
4 5 8 8 . 2 6 9  
8 . 4 3 1
25 CM 
3 8 6 6 . 6 6 4  
8 . 2 6 0
30 CM 
3 2 4 9 . 9 8 5 ,  
8 . 0 8 6
35 CM 
2 7 2 4 . 3 1 3  
7 . 9 1 0
40 CM 
2 2 7 7 . 3 6 9  
7 . 7 3 1
ROOT
5 6 7 2 5 . 6 8 6
1 0 . 9 4 6
D IST RIBUT IO N PROFILE AFTER HOUR 6 . 0 0
T h e  NUMBER OF UNITS PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 0  
t h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE P E T I0 L E =  2 6 8 1 1 8 . 4  
t h e  NUMBER OF UNITS IN  THE SYSTEM= 3 6 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM 20 CM 25  CM
1 1 4 8 0 . 4 6 5  1 0 1 8 4 . 1 8 2  8 7 5 0 . 7 6 6  7 5 0 2 . 8 9 6  6 4 1 9 . 0 0 3  5 4 7 9 . 6 5 8
9 . 3 4 8  9 . 2 2 9  9 . 0 7 7  8 . 9 2 3  8 . 7 6 7  8 . 6 0 9
30 CM 
4 6 6 7 . 4 1 4  
8 . 4 4 8
35 CM 
3 9 6 6 . 6 5 4  
8 . 2 8 6
40 CM 
3 3 6 3 . 4 4 2  
8.121
ROOT
9 1 8 8 1 . 6 3 9
1 1 . 4 2 8
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d i s t r i b u t i o n  p r o f i l e  AFTER 
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 1 3 0 0 0 0 . 0  
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  IN  THE P E T I0 L E =  3 5 3 1 3 1 . 8  
t h e  n u m b e r  o f  U N IT S  IN  THE SYSTEM= 4 9 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM 20 CM 25  CM
1 4 6 6 3 . 2 4 1  1 3 1 0 6 . 6 0 9  1 1 3 7 0 . 9 9 7  9 8 4 5 . 8 8 1  8 5 0 8 . 5 9 4  7 3 3 8 . 4 8 3
9 . 5 9 3  9 . 4 8 1  9 . 3 3 9  9 . 1 9 5  9 . 0 4 9  8 . 9 0 1
HOUR 7 . 0 0
30 CM 
6 3 1 6 . 8 0 1 .  
8 . 7 5 1
35  CM 
5 4 2 6 . 5 8 3
/ a.$$9
4 0  CM 4652,527 
" 8 . 4 4 5
ROOT
1 3 6 8 6 0 . 2 2 1
1 1 . 3 2 7
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  PUT INTO THE SYSTEM=
DISTRIBUTIO N PROFILE AFTER Hq UR 8 , 0 0
1 5 0 0 0 0 . 0
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  IN  ThE P E T I0 L E =  4 4 7 6 6 0 . 5  
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  IN  THE SYSTEM= 6 4 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM 20 CM 25 CM 30 CM 35  CM 40  CM
1 8 1 0 5 . 7 2 3  1 6 2 8 3 . 6 2 0  1 4 2 4 7 . 7 9 1  1 2 4 3 9 . 7 6 8  1 0 8 4 1 .3 1 2  9 4 3 1 . 0 2 0  8 1 3 9 . 2 5 2  7 o 9 8 . 0 5 l  6 1 4 1 . 0 5 6
9 . 8 0 4  9 , 6 9 8  9 . 5 6 4  9 . 4 2 9  9 . 2 9 1  9 . 1 5 2  9 . 0 1 1  8 . 8 6 8  8 . 7 2 3
ROOT
1 9 2 3 3 9 . 5 4 9
1 2 . 1 6 7
DIST R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 9 . 0 0
THE n u m b e r  o f  u n i t s  PUT INTO THE SYSTEM= 1 7 0 0 0 0 . 0
THE n u m b e r  o f  u n i t s  IN  THE P E T IO L E =  5 5 1 0 8 6 . 2
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  IN  THE SYSTEM= 8 1 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM
2 1 7 7 8 . 8 0 6  1 9 7 0 4 . 2 7 2  1 7 3 5 9 . 0 3 0  1 5 2 6 6 . 0 6 7
9 . 9 8 9  9 . 8 3 9  9 . 7 6 2  9 . 6 3 3
20 CM 25 CM 30 CM 35  CM 40  CM
1 3 4 0 2 . 0 6 5  1 1 7 4 5 . 3 0 7  1 0 2 7 5 . 6 5 5  8 9 7 4 . 5 1 3  7 8 2 4 . 7 6 6
9 . 5 0 3  9 . 3 7 1  9 . 2 3 8  9 . 1 0 2  8 . 9 6 5
ROOT
2 5 8 9 1 3 . 7 7 2
1 2 . 4 6 4
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  PUT INTO THE SYSTEM=
THE NUMBER OF U N IT S  I N  THE P E T I 0 L E =  6 6 2 8 2 5 . 6
t h e  NUMBER OF U N IT S  I N  THE SYSTEM= 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 CM 5 CM 10 CM 15 CM 20 CM
2 5 6 5 6 . 6 4 6  2 3 3 3 0 . 1 9 1  2 0 6 8 4 . 4 1 0  1 8 3 0 7 . 4 7 4  1 6 1 7 6 . 4 1 5
1 0 . 1 5 3  1 0 . 0 5 8  9 . 9 3 7  9 . 8 1 5  9 . 6 9 1
D IS T R IB U T IO N  PROFILE AFTER HOUR 1 0 . 0 0  
1 9 0 0 0 0 . 0
25  CM 
1 4 2 6 9 . 6 0 9  
9 . 5 6 6
30  CM 
1 2 5 6 6 . 7 9 0  
9 . 4 3 9
35  CM 
1 1 0 4 9 . 0 4 8  
9 . 3 1 0
40  CM 
9 6 9 8 . 8 1 7  
9 . 1 8 0
ROOT
3 3 7 1 7 4 . 3 6 7
1 2 . 7 2 8
-Vî>-
proper value of the programme parameter II (see the 
programme for explanation),
The Question of Accuracy:
Accuracy is, of course, an important issue in 
simulation techniques. Since most simulations are 
only used when analytical techniques fail or prove 
too difficult, there is usually no way of checking 
their accuracy except by practical application, We 
are fortunate in this work to have a well grounded 
analytical solution, for at least two special cases, 
against wliioh the simulation can he checked, Hcrwits 
(1958) showed that îtis model nusihcr one, dealing with 
irreversible leakage, was es#-entially a special limit"* 
ing case of his more general model number two, dealing 
with-irreversible leakage, ^ Hence if we can show that 
the simulation agrees with the later model then it 
follows that it will also agree with the former, Adxait- 
tedly these instances are only two of the many variations 
for which the simulation will be used, however, they 
verify some of the most important aspects and it can be 
intuitively appreciated that a similar degree of accuracy 
will be obtained for its otiier uses as well,
Horwits did not have to provide a solution to his 
model number two 5 for essentially a similar problem had 
been solved earlier by Schumann (1929) for the case of 
heat transfer between a fluid flowing in a pipe and the 
walla of the pipe, Schumann's solution turned out to be 
two dimensionless equations in vdilch the temperature dis"* 
tributions in the liquid and solid were expresaed as 
ratios of the initial temperature in the fluid stream.
It was assumed that at x « o the temperature in the fluid 
stream v/as ^constant, The two similar ratios related to 
o-or problem are C V ? ’o C*yc*^. wbere ie a constant
In order to obtain their dimensionless nature, the
- V ? -
solutions required that the variables distance and time 
be combined with the velocity constants as two parameters 
Y and Z. Equivalent relationships for our physical model 
are
Y = k'S X
.TT V
Schumann summarised liis results in two charts which 
because of their dimensionless mature were of universal 
application to all problems of this type, no matter what 
the actual constants involved might be. Hence the simulation 
was checked against this solution as follows. The simulation 
was made to predict the distribution with the concentration 
in P(1) maintained constant at 2000 units, and translocation 
parameters v » 50, 0,0222and 0.0222. Eigures 13
and 14 are graphs of the predicted concentrations in the 
phloem and ground tissue respectively. Values for C*/C*
and C ”/Cq were obtained from these graphs for various 
values of Y and Z and the two charts presented by Schumann 
to illustrate his solution are reproduced for these results 
in Eigure 15. It can be seen that Figure 15 agrees very well 
with the charts obtained analytically. In fact a rather 
odd error in Schumann’s cliart describing the temperature in 
the liquid for Y = 1 becomes apparent. The upward curvature 
of this line near the original is obviously not correct.
In order to obtain a quantitative measure of agreement 
between the analytical and simulation solutions, the exact 
values of Schumann’s solution was found from his equations 
(36) and (37) for 24 instances of Y and 2 and compared with 
the related simulation values. It was found that they 
agreed to two decimal places, with the error in the third 
decimal place becoming larger for increasing 2 values.
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As mentioned earlier, accuracy can be increased by 
reducing the value of ^  or Ax* However, the increased 
accuracy obtained was not worth its cost in increased 
computing time. This was successfully demonstrated by 
reducing A x  to 0*1* 2he results for concentrations per 
one centimeter lengths of axis disagreed from those when 
A x  « i by only 1 unit in several thousand and this only 
for large values of t or x. We thus Concluded that the 
simulation provided a solution sufficiently accurate for 
our purposes*
A* Typical Computer Simulation;
At this point it is of value to present a graphical 
representation of a typical simulation run so that a 
comparison can be made with the experimental results for 
caesium 137 described earlier in the chapter. The com­
puter programme was given the parameters, v « 40 cm h*\ 
fc « 0*01, ÇC « 0*001 and the rate of input was adjusted 
so that it was linearly increasing with time and 10^ units 
entered the "translocating system" in ten hours. The 
length of the simulated axis was 40 cm* The output re­
turned from the computer is in fact the same as shown 
in figure 12,
The activity in the simulated axis in the 1®^, 20^^ 
and 40 ^ centimeters is ploteed as a function of time in 
figure 16* Also included is the "root-stock" accumulation 
curve, figure 17 illustrates the shape of the profiles 
plotted on a vertical ari time tic scale and in figure 18 
the same profiles are plotted on a vertical logarithmic 
scale. Visually these graphs have a similar general 
appearance to those obtained experimentally for caesium 
137. Because the shape of these simulated curves can 
be controlled, to a considerable extent by the input 
function and translocation parameters chosen, it would 
appear hopeful that a good representation of the ex­
perimental results can be obtained from the simulation 
programme *
- r  7-
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SYMBOLS USED
The Physical Model*
f^(t); The input function describing the molar rate 
of entry of tracer at x « o (dim ♦moles hT^)
I
k : A dimenaionless velocity constant determining
the leakage of tracer out of the phloem.
|i
k ‘ : A dimensionleas velocity constant determining 
the leakage of tracer into the phloem*
V ; The linear velocity (dim#cm )*
I
A : The cross sectional area of the translocating 
stream (dim. cm^)*
If
A : The cross sectional area of the ground tissue
(dim* cm^).
S : The leakage perimeter; the perimeter common to
both the ground tissue and the phloem (dim.cm).
I
C : The concentration of tracer in the phloem (dim.
moles cs"*^ ).
C ; The concentration of tracer in the ground tiesue
(dim.moles cm*“^ )*
IL : The molar flux of tracer out of a length A x of
petiole in time At (dim.moles).
a The molar flux of tracer out of a length of ground 
tissue A x  in time At (dim.moles).
t ; Time.
1 : Length of the plant axis*
^(t): The activity curve at a station (dim.moles
I(t) : The integral curve at any point x, on the plant
axis* Describes the nm»ber of moles in the system 
past point x*
~S‘g -  
Ft(j- /f (Cof^T)
The Simulation:
X^(a): An input function for the simulation. It gives
the number of units put into the B-array at the 
start of the n^^ computer cycle.
P{i) : A computer array consisting of 300 addresses
representing the phloem stream.
G(i) : A computer array consisting of 500 addresses
representing the ground tissue.
H 3 A computer address representing tlie root-stock.
: The number of units in the i^^ P-address.
: The number of units in the i^ ^^  G-address.
? The number of units in address H.
A x  I The length of a segment of plant axis linking
the simulation with real distance.
A t  3 The unit of time linking the simulation with
real time.
: The parameter determining the transfer of units
from a P to a G-address.
r.il
: The parameter determining the transfer of luiits
from a ft to a P-address.
^  2 The velocity parameter linlcing the simulation
to the linear velocity v.
r ‘r
/(t)
The number of units transferred frcaa a P to a 
G-address.
The number of unite transferred from a G to a 
P-address.
The resultant transfer of units between a P and
6—address *
The integral curve for the simulation, i.e. the 
number of units in the simulated system at any 
time t.
A factor converting instrumental readings to 
moles per centimeter.
. ^  ft emprmi TmŒi:
Investigation by Computer Simulation:
As a preliminary to attempting the analysis of 
experimental results by the simulation technique des­
cribed earlier, it was clearly desirable to investigate 
qualitative aspects of the simulation. In particular 
it would be useful to know the effects on the final 
distribution pattern of changes made independently in 
the transport parameters and in the form of the input 
function. It is of course a very simple matter to do 
this, and the answers provided by the siKBlation are 
of immediate interest in their own right, This chapter 
accordingly discusses results of some systematic runs 
made on these lines,
I, The Input Function,
The shape of the input function is the first point 
to be considered. It will be recalled that the "input 
function" (F(t)) specifies the rate of entry of tracer 
into the translocating system as a function of time.
Four characteristic functions were investigated:
Case 1, The step function, or constant rate of input:
2(t) - C
This is the simplest function of all, but not by 
any mans the least successful as an approximation, since 
it may well be that after a rising phase the actual rate 
obtaining under experimental conditions would level-off 
to a plateau, i.c, the jXmction would attain a constant 
value. During tîiis pîiase tlie step-function would be a 
good approximation.
Case 2. linear increasing function: F(t) « at
This would be a simple approximation during the rising 
phase at the commencement of tracer entry#
—  éO —
Case 3. Exponential functions F(t) «
The same remarks apply as for Case 2, except that this 
function would provide a better approximation where a 
considerable diffusion path vas involved before entry 
into the conducting channels, A slight disadvantage 
of this function is that it does not go through the 
origin. This however is not important except for very 
short runs.
Case 4, Pulse-type function providing both use and fall: 
?(t) -
In manj experiments the attempt has been made explicitly 
to apply tracer or feed so as to secure this type
of input. It thus has an obvious interest,
II. The Transport Parameters:
The three transport parameters involved are v, k*, 
k**, or in the simulation, V , It is the re­
lative values of those with which we are priiaarily con­
cerned, The following values were investigated.
Case 1, V a 30 P ( » 0  j ^ « 0
In this case transport proceeds without lateral leakage.
Case 2, v « 30 R  = 0.01  ^0
In this case leakage is irreversible and the proportion 
of tracer lost from the stream per unit length io 3 per 
cent,
/ //
Case 3, v » 30 » 0,01 » 0,00f
In this case leakage is reversible. Taking into account 
the higher cross-section outside the conduits the equili­
brium distribution of tracer will imply that twice as much 
is in the ground tissue as in the conduits.
The four types of input function were combined with
— é/-
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FIGURE 20
The three types of leakage 
are combined with the four 
input functions to give 
twelve specifications on 
the right hand page. Note 
the transparency in back 
cover.
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these three combinations of the parameters to give 
twelve specifications in all. The input function 
constants were chosen so that exactly 10^ units en­
tered the "translocation system" in ton hours of sim­
ulated time. The results are plotted in Figure 20 in 
such a way as to facilitate comparison. The abscissae 
represents distances dov/n the æd.8* the ordinates the 
logarithms of tracer content per unit length. Thus 
the curves are analogeous to the familiar "semi- 
logarithmic plots" of plant physiologists. As an aid 
in comparing any two of these graphs* a transparent copy 
of Figure 20 has been made and is held in an envelope 
inside the back cover. If the transparency is placed 
over Figure 20 a visual comparison canbe amde of any 
two graphs.
Botes on Fi/rure 20.
A cursory dance at these results provides seme 
interesting indications* the principal of wliich may be 
listed as follows:
1. The semi-logarithmic plot is fairly accurately linear 
in all cases for sufficient times of development*
in physiological terms, sufficiently far behind the 
tracer "front". This is a very interesting con­
clusion; in conjunction with thewrk of others (e.g.
A. Lanj 1973) it suggests that the linearity is not 
a very discriminating test of mechanism, at least 
in detail*
2. The curvature in most cases is concave downwards* 
vûxere upward concavity is found in experimental 
results, some factor other than those considered 
here must be sought.
3. The effect of irreversible leakage (R^ 0) is to 
pronote a negative slope, falling with time. By 
implication the shaj^^ slope the higher is 
the leakage.
—  ë V  —
4# Reversible leakage in this respect is intermediate 
between irreversible leakage with the same and 
none. The effect of raising without change of
jR , is also to increase the“curvature of the lines.
The effect however is not large and would accordingly 
not be a very sensitive indication of successful fit 
to experimental results.
5* The ciianga in form of the input function is also in­
teresting. When linearly rising from zero it produces 
strong curvature in tiis "front”. This falls with time, 
and the slope lessens. An exponential rise produces 
linearity from the start. PuJse-labelling produces 
curvature at the "front” like the preceding. The 
curves become more linear and flatter with time. With 
the falling phase of input the slopes eventually change 
in sign.
In the past it has been a common practice of phloem 
physiologist to get an estimate of the linear velocity 
by obtaining two consecutive hourly semi-1 ogaritiimic por- 
files of tracer distribution from the same plant or from 
matched plants• A'horizontal intercept is then drawn 
cutting both profiles and the length of the intercept 
contained by the t\/o profiles is taken to fee the distance 
traversed by the translocating stream in one hour. In 
1962 Spanner and Prebble demonstrated that in the case 
of irreversible leakage this technique would provide an 
estimate of the velocity considerably lower than the true 
one. They showed that if intercepts are taken by a line 
pitched at a negative slope equal to S then the correct 
> y . T
distance is obtained every time. It is of obvious interest 
to investigate this with the computer simulation.
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The three graphe of JPigure 20 dealing with the linearly 
increasing input function F(t) = at, have been replotted 
in Figures 20a, 20b and 20 c. Since the velocity in each 
case was 50 cmh^\ straight lines (dashed) have been 
drawn connecting the points where the profiles crosses 
the y-axis and the points 50 cm dovm the next profile.
In the case of no lateral leakage (Fig.20a) it can be 
seen that these intercepts are indeed horizontal, a 
situation which would intuitively be expected, i‘he inter­
cepts for irreversible leakage (Fig,20b) are £>11 parallel 
having a slope 0.03» agreeing exactly with what Spanner 
and Prebble showed analytically. Reversible leakage 
(Fig,20c) does not have a constant slope for these inter­
cepts, The slope continually increases, probably according 
to a specific mathematical relation. However it is beyond 
the scope of this work to investigate this relation,
III, Variation in the Parameters with Distance:
Case 1, Increasing Velocity,
The simulation cannot deal directly with an increasing 
velocity with distance down the axis. Two considerations 
must be made. First each computer cycle corresponds to 
the passage of unit time At; this value must therefore 
be constant for each computer address. Second the relation 
A t  = Ax must be satisfied. Hence if the velocity
V
increases with distance, then in order for At to be con­
stant with distance, Ax must change in accordance with v.
In terms of the computer simulation tills means that the 
computer addresses represent increasing lengths v/ith 
increasing address number. In other words in order to 
accommodate an increasing velocity with distance, the 
simulation can be used ds usual with values of the para­
meters given for x *= 9 but the results obtained must be 
plotted on a horizontal x—axis in which the units become 
further apart with distance down the axis and the number
- 6 9 -
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The increase in velocity with dist 
down the simulated petiole 
a function address number. The relati 
governing the increase is indicated.
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Figure 2k
The decrease in velocity with 
distance down the simulated axis 
is plotted as a function of address 
number. The relation governing the 
decrease is indicated.
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of units present Rt each, address must he converted to 
units per cm# length#
The following case was considered# The velocity 
at X » 0 was taken to be 30 cm h"*^  and it was assmmsed 
that for an axis consisting of 90 computer addresses 
the velocity increased exponentially according to the 
rule V « ■^(1-ac^'^) where i is the address number, v 
is the velocity at infinity and a and h are arbitrary 
constants# These latter were chosen so that for 1 «* 90,
V w 60 cm h"*^  and for i * 0, v « 30 cm h*"^ , the value 
of v^ was taken as 65 cm h*"^  # Pigure 21 demonstrates 
thw nature of this relationship. It is a simple matter 
for the distance A x  to be calculated for each address 
and a plot of velocity versus distance obtained (Figure 
22)# Making the appropriate adjustments for distance 
and concentration, theoretical translocation profiles 
have been obtained 0#01, 0«001# figure 23
demonstrates how such profiles look. It can be seen 
that the profiles are concave up and of course traverse 
a longer distance#
Case 2# Decreasing Velocity.
SimilGir comienta can be made regarding a decreasing 
velocity# however, in this instance A x  decreases in 
length with computer address and adjustments must be made 
accordingly# The conditions investigated in tiiis case 
were: at 1 » 0, v » 60 cm h"*^ | the velocity decreased 
with computer address according to the relation v «
(l4*ae~^^) where Voo « 25 cm and the arbitrary constants 
a and b, were chosen eo that v « 30 cm h**^  at i » 180#
^figure 24 illustrates this arrangement# For the associated 
velocity versus distance relation see figure 25. Theoretical 
translocation profiles were obtained for tliis case and are
- 7 f -
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Fleure 27
-AU= 2.2
a = 0.545454
b = 0.0199
The increase in with distance 
down the petiole is plotted 
as a function of address number. 
The governing relation is:
20 Vd io
ADDRESS NUMBER (i)
FIGURE 28
The decrease in with distance down the 
petiole is plotted as a function of 
address number. The governing equation 
is :
R  =i<^1+ae-^i)
A<f-2.2
a =—6•0
b = 0.0199
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plot tea in Itgare 26. It can be tliat tliey are
all eoneave do\m«
Case 3. Increasing /C and /< ^
It is a simple matter for the simulation to 
aocomiod to this situation, a means lias been incorporated 
into the computer programao ; it simply multiplies the 
values of /C and j^C by a factor which varies wi h computer 
address according to the desired relation. For the case 
investigated her ;, the r e l a t i o n v / a s  
selected where R  is the multiplier lor the velocity 
par&aeters R  and R  , fc^ its value at infinity and a 
and b are arbitrary constants* Xheae later were chosen 
so that at i K 0, R  ~ 1 and at i « 90 R »  2| 2*2.
This relation for R  is demonstrated in Figure 27. The 
values of the velocity constants at i « 0 were rclecxed 
as V = 30 cm iT*\ » 0.01 and 0.001. Figure 29
illustrates the profiles obtained whezi R^and R'increase 
with distance according to the relation in Figure 27.
The profiles can be seen to be all concave down.
ft f],t(
Case 4. Decreasing K  and K
In this case the were considered to vary
according to xhe relation R  « ^ w h e r e  che
symbols have Aieanings ar; above. Values for a and 5 were 
selected so that at 1 « U, R  = 1 and at i * 90, fC »* 0| 
Roe»» 0.2. This relation is plotted in Figure 28 -:tnd 
for V « 50 cm ï<!^  0.01 and R^» v.(X)1, the effect
tills variation iias on the profiles is illueûratad in 
Figure 50. It can be seen that for times greater that 
one hour the profiles are all cîoncave up.
Spanner and frebble (196Z) investigated variations 
in the velocity coiistants with distance with specific
- 7 ^ -
regard to their irreversible lateral leakage model. 
This work has considered such variations in regards 
to the more general reversible case. It can be said 
that these findings are in agi*eement with those of 
Spanner and Prebble.
- 7 9 ^
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m m m  of APAi^Ysis
Ganefal Cœæaents:
A# The Bacpériiaeutal Data.
!
The method used in this work to analyse the experi­
mental reculte will first be applied to those obtained 
for caesium 137 as described in Chapter 2. The technique 
used in t iis particular eagperiment and the results obtained, 
are similar to all 1pie experiments performed. 53ms it 
is useful to briefly describe their general form and to 
explain the terminology used to describe them in order 
that the method of analysis may bo explained with reference 
to a specific case.
The instrumental readings first exist as a series of 
activity counts as obtained by a G.H. tube at eight stations 
equally spaced over the plaint axis and by a plastic piios- 
phorous scintillator monitoring the root-stock (Figure 2). 
VHien tills data is plotted against time, a set of curves 
are obtained as in Figure 3# If the natural logarithm of 
the intercepts are taken for hourly intervals and plotted 
against distance dovm the axis, the translocation profiles 
are obtained, which in the case of tliis experiment, are 
amazingly linear. Linear regression lines have been fitted 
to these profiles (Figure 3). It will be noted that the 
date for most stations is consistantly either sliglitly above 
or below the regression line. This is explained on the 
grounds that at ca<^ station the G JI. tube has a slightly 
different efficiency. Hence the regression lines have 
been taken to be more representative of the experiment 
as a whole than any one activity curve. In the anaLysis 
which follows it was necessary to find equations vdiieh 
described the activity curves for the eight stations.
These were obtained by fitting polynmaials of degree five 
to the values predicted by the regression lines for each 
station, rather than to the data itself.
If %  represents the molar concentration of tracer at 
any station per unit length and is a factor converting
- g o -
instrumental readings to moles per unit length (as In 
Chapter 2), then ^^(t) designated the activity 
curve at station Sac. In the analysis 1 (t) will be
represented by the mathematically simp]^ polynœnial 
mentioned before. Similarly 1 designates the
activity curve at station t\io and etc. Furthermore 
the activity in the root-stock as monitored Igr the 
scintillator and corrected to the efficiency of the 
G.n. tube, will be designated lR(t). The analysis 
also required that the total amount of tracer that had 
passed any point on the petiole be found. If I^(t), 
called the integral curve at station one or at x * o 
because
represents the molar concentration of tracer taat has 
pasoed x » o at any time t, then^ I^(t) represents the 
number of counts tliat have passed x » o. Bata which 
describes this curve \mv& found as follows. First, the 
niiMt regression lines were extrapolated to 40 cm. (the 
total length of petiole from station one to the lip of 
the scintillator well) and numerically into grated per­
forming the required transformation from logarithmic values 
as required, These integrals were tlien added to their 
corresponding values for the root-stock activity to obtain 
the final data. As it was not possible to get a regression 
line for hour one, there is no data point for the Integral 
curves at that time. Similarly integral curves could be 
obtained for any ïKiint on the axis "by performing the 
appropriate integration.
It is these tteee representations of the data,"^(t), 
I(t) and the regression lines, on wîiich the analysis to 
follow will be based.
—  p/ —
B. Analysis by Optimisation:
I. PMdJjaixiary Considerations
The analysis by computer simulation of the experiments 
performed in this work is based on the following premise#
The Emulation is said to match the experiment or to succeed 
if values for the translocation parameters, v, R  and R  
can be found so that tîie computer programme predicts tracer 
distributions which are judged to be adequately close to 
those obtained experimentally# Clearly if such a match 
can be found a satisfactory account of the translocation 
process will be provided by the aismlation#
As a first attempt at analysis of the caesiim 137 
results presented in Chapter 2, "^reasonable* values for 
the parameters were chosen and the results they produced 
were compared visually with the ei^erimental data# The 
parameters were then corxected, based on the evidence of 
this camparison, and a new trial solution was made# This 
•trial and error” method of searching for a solution was 
soon found to be far too uncertain to be of much value#
If the computer programs could be made to reproduce re­
sults in t is way that looked similar to the data, the 
method would give no way of judging if a still better re­
presentation could be obtained by altering any one, or all 
of the pai^mcters# In short there was no fair way of 
evaluating the optimality in order that the best representation 
ciuld be confidently claimed# Hence this approach was 
abandoned and means were soumit of fitting the simulation 
to the data using systematic numerical means# The amazing 
sp#W and accuracy of modem cmputers lias permitted solutions 
to be found to problems by prrooedures previously considered 
quite impracticable by classical numerical methods# In 
particular those routines which are specifically designed 
to select paxametera for a general equation, by fitting than 
to experimentally obtained data, are often based on lengtiiy 
optimisation techniques# taicy searcii for a "best solution^
- P E -
using iterative techniques. Its theoretical basis is 
similar to tliat of the curve fitting routine developed 
by Hooke and Jeeves (196/) but differs however, in that 
parm^ters arc sought to fit a simulation rather than a 
general equation# A general description of the tîieory, 
as it is modified for present purposes, will be given 
shortly#
II# Basic Assimrpti<ms on which the Analysis is Based;
It is useful to first enunciate some basic assumptions 
which are made regarding the kinetics of translocation#
There are three:
1# The longitudinal movement of tracer follow a mass- 
flow pattern (in contrast to a diffusicm pattern), 
and can be accordingly attributed a linear velocity#
2# As it moves along, the tracer is subject to re­
versible lateral leakage in a stationary phase#
3# The lizwar velocity, and the velocity constants 
of lateral movement are in the present analysis 
regarded as invariant with time#
Assumption one allows that different chemical constituents 
of the sieve tube sap may move at different velocities, a 
possibility for %diich there is considerable experimental 
evidence# The second assumption has been made by many in 
order to account for tlie exponential nature of the profiles# 
In this work the limiting case will of course be permitted, 
that is no leakage is a possibility# Assumption number 
three is made more from necessity than from choice# If th 
translocation parameters are allowed to change with time, 
then it would seem impossible to devise a method of deter­
mining the parameters on which any firm conclusions could 
be based# Expressed differential removing the restriction 
of time - indépendance would appear to make tlie model so 
flexible that it would soma to be a foregone conclusion 
that it could be made to fit, whatever the experimental 
data# Consequently, success in fitting it would be with-
- P J -
out real significance# In defence of this third assumption, 
however, it should he pointed out that the experimental 
plants vmre allowed to settle dovm under steady conditions 
for several hours before the tracer was applied, and that 
the illuminations and temperature r^mâinad ç onstant through­
out the eaperiments# It is expected therefore that if 
variations of the parameters with time did occur, these 
were slight enou^ not to affect the results significantly#
The %timisatlon Frogrmme:
I# General Description#
The probl^ to be faced can be simply statrà# It is 
required to find values for v, R^and R  to give the best fit 
possible to the oxpcriamital data# The computer prograzmae 
designed to perform tills t a A  is a simple optimisation#
In its operation the programs sequentially examines trial 
solutions and compares each trial with the one previously 
fbund to be the "best*# A trial solution is considered to 
be •better* if the deviation it produces frcm the experi­
mental data is less than that produced by the previous •beat 
solution*# In seeking the solution the ccmtputer performa a 
directed search# That is, the trial values for the parameters 
are not selected randomly but according to a pre-detcrmined 
strategy written into the programae# The strategy used de­
pends on the smture of the solution space (see later for 
explanation}# When it is no longer possible to find a success « 
ful trial solution in accordance with this strategy, then 
those values currently held as the *best solution* are iwinted 
out as the optimal parameters# There are thus three basic 
eles^nts which comprise the c(mplete optimisation programme:
1# The basic computer simulation or a modified form 
of it#
2# A criterion by which betterment in a trial may be 
judged#
3# A strategy to direct the ccHaputer in its search for 
the optimal parameters#
This strategy of oourse, must be designed so that the 
computer invariably finds the optimal values every time#
In other words, it aiuot be free of logical ambiguities#
In the discussion vdiich follows there will first be 
a formal statement of the theory involved in the optimisation 
programme# Then an e^qplanaticm of the form these three 
elements take and how they are used will be given# Finally 
an account will be presented of the operation of the com­
plete programme#
II# Theory:
The optimisation routine is based on the following 
theoretical postulates:
1# There exists a solution space 2  comprised of 
points P#
2# A c<mpai%tlve relation^(read, less than) operates 
on the points P and satisfies the transitive re­
lation (P<Q, Q < a ) = > P < R
^ *
3# There exists a point P so that P <  ? for any other 
P in £l
It will be seen shortly that the points P, cwxprising 
the solution space are a measure of the deviation from the 
experimental data that is realised %  tiie slmulaticm for 
any selected values of the translocation parameters# The 
comparative relation and its asaociatcd transitive property, 
permits success in a trial to be determined# Since P is 
the measure of the minisml deviation, then the values of v, 
R'and R  which yield P are the optimal ones#
III# Use of the Ccmiputer Simulation in the Optimisation 
Programme;
As it is used in the optizaisaticm programme, the 
simulation is slightly altered# For this reasmi and in 
order to distinguish it from the simulation when it is used 
independently of the optimisation programme, it will be
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referred to ao a “computer ftmctioii.
This computer function is intended to simulate the 
one centimeter length of petiole at atation one in the 
experiment. However this will not invariably be tiiu case 
and in certain circumstances the computer function will 
represent a unit length of axis at any of the other seven 
stations as well* $he function works basically the same 
way as the simulation# hence the terminology and method 
of operation described in Chapter 2 for the simulation 
will apply to the computer function as well. It consists 
of three P-adaresses# three G-^ddreeses and a final 2>-addrecs 
(Figure 51). It will be recalled that units pass down the 
B-address with reversible lateral exchange occuring with 
corresponding G-addresse@. Three translocation parameters#
V# R^and characterise this transport. Upon leaving P(3)# 
the units accumulate in Z. The amount standing in & thus 
has a different significance than its corresponding number 
in the simulation. Whereas E represents the total number 
of units in the root-stock; Z represents the total number 
of units that have passed tiirough the one centimeter of 
simulated petiole| that is# the amount in the remaining 
petiole plus the amount in the root-stook.
Only in the method of introducing units into P(1 ) does 
the computer function differ in operation from the complete 
simulation. The operation of this function provides tlmt 
the sum of the total number of units in the three pairs of 
P and & audzresscs matches tiie activity curve at station one. 
Since l ^ ( t )  represents this curve# then the folloi/ing 
requir^eat is fulfilled.
----------------------
Hence# in the operation of the computer function when the 
moment comes for units to be placed into i( 1 ) # the coc^uter 
Biaply eTaluat«8 3 —  , ., "I
-----------------
The function can be interpreted as simply “topping up* 
station one periodically to a level corresponding to the
- 9 7 -
experimental data. It should be recalled from the 
description of tho simulation in Chapter 2, that at 
this point P(1) is empty (that Xp^»o) and is ready 
to accept the units calculated by equation (2).
Introducing units into the computer function in 
this way hay some very important consequences. ^  (t)#
V# pL and now constitute an input function for the 
simulation. Since ^  (t) is experimentally given the 
number of units entering F(1) on each occasion will 
depend only on v# L If one of these parameters
ie varied# the entry is changed accordingly. The pro­
cedure however# will always be subject to equation (1)# 
that is the number of units in the one centimeter of 
simulated petiole will agree with the experimental data 
for station one. This point is emphasised because it 
indicates the position at which the trial solutions are 
anchored to the experimental data.
From the theor ctlcal consideratiwis in Chapter 2# 
it will be recalled that the compter simulation input 
function# X.(n) (t^ definition the function which give#
■f'Vi
the input into the B-orray at the n computer cycle)# 
is related to F^(t) (the molar rate of input for the 
physical model) as follow
X,(n) - ^  . A t  
cK
where oCis a factor converting instrumental readings to 
moles of tracer per unit length and At is the unit of 
real time. Hence
s ,t=n At
2 ^  x»(n) j  (3)
Wierc h# equal to t # is number of computer cycles re- 
quired to simulate real time t.
—  8 8 -
Cons idering the total number of units v/hich has 
entered the simulation since the start we can write
N . . 3
X^(a) - ^ ( X r i  +Xgi)
c=i
where is the contents of address 2* In a parallel 
fashion we can write for the physical model: Total number 
of counts which have entered the system equals
if.o(t)at - 1  i,(t)
Combining these equations with (3) we get 
y  ^^pi * ^Gi) **“ ** i     .-(4)
If the computer function is found to fulfil the con­
ditions of this equation also# then a second and determining 
condition for judging trial solutions has been met. Thus 
the simulation# which has been programmed to give the right, 
content of tracer in section 1# will also have predicted 
correctly ^ transport of tracer through section 1. Obviously 
one would not expect the experimental data to be in exact 
agreement with the computer predictions appearing in equation 
(4) no matter how adequate the simulation. Semte difference 
can always be expected and it is this difference which 
provides the basis for judging the goodness of fit; i.e. 
the adequacy of the exercise. Clearly the smaller this 
difference can be made# the better.
IV. The Criterion for a Successful Trial Solution:
Pitting theoretical equations to observed data is a 
problem that has been extensively examined by numbrical 
analysis. Probably the most useful means devised to test 
the goodness of fit is the least squares criterion. In
the past it has proven to be most successful and modem 
computing techniques have only increased its value. It 
is a variation of the least squares principle that is 
used to judge the goodness of fit in the present optimisation 
programme •
The experimental data on which I^(t} is based is 
plotted in Figure 7. There are ten data points in all, 
one for time sero and others at hourly intervals frcaa 2 
to 10 inclusive. The value for hour 1 is omitted because 
it cannot be obtained with sufficient accuracy. I^ et us 
refer to these data, as is usually the case in numerical 
analysis, as y^, yg, y^ — — and to the corresponding
values predicted by the computer function as Yg, Y^ —
— — I.JQ. The least squares criterion requires that the
function
S I
tVi
be minimised, where is the weight accorded to the error 
of the i ^  observation. Most often the erzw expected at 
each data point is the same aadu)^ » 1 for each observation; 
that is, the squared deviations are not weighted. However 
in our case this is clearly not so. Because the data is 
subject to a Poisson distribution, the error expected for 
each observation will increase asjpy^. Furthermore, the 
variance of each observation will be simply y^ .^ Since 
the squared errors are weighted according to the reciprocal 
of the variance, the function that we must minimise is thus
i2
(5)■zf
For any two trial solutions, the one producing the smallest 
S value is considered to be the better.
Clearly the preceding can be related to the statement 
of theory in Part I of this section. The S values corzespond
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to the points P, coaprielng the solution spaice ana the 
comparative relation ^  permits the S values to be ex­
amined for success of a trial solution, Furthermore the 
values of the translocation parameters which minimise 
S, that is produce the smallest deviation from the ex­
perimental data, will be the optimal ones, This minimal 
value of S will correspond to P,
V, The Search Strategy:
It was mentioned earlier that the strategy used in *
searching for P depends on the nature of the solution 
space. It is possible to obtain a visual representation 
of this solution space using the computer function, For 
tha moment let us imagine v held constant at an arbitrarily 
chosen value, The reason for doing so will be made clear 
shortly, Conse<iuently /c and J< are now the only parameters 
on which the computer function depends. Using equation 
(5)f values of 3 are calculated for selected combinations 
of and JC**, The variation of S with p. and ft is best re- 
preeepted graphically as a «contour map”, the values of 
Çc*>fC being set out along the plane of the paper with the 
3-axis standing perpendicular,
Such a map was obtained for the caesium 137 exp#^rimcntal 
results of Chapter 2, Sections through the solution space 
were taken by keeping jc*constant and calculating S for 
selected J< values, evenly spaced over the j< -axis, Theme 
values of S were then plotted against fC and the values of 
^  t for selected S values, obtained, This procedure was 
then repeated for various sections throughout the solution 
space and the contour map in Figure 32 built up, The lines 
represent values of S with their heights marked on them,
To continue the contour analogy, it can be seen that 
a sloping valley with very steep sides runs diagonally across 
the graph becoming deeper as it approaches z&earer to the
- 9 2 -
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origin. ïîie Email x*s represent the bottom# with the 
height noted at that point. Because the nature of the 
graph in the vicinity of the origin is critical# tiiis 
area has been enlarged in figure 33. A very deep pit 
exists in tiiis area having co-ordinates ** 0.004609 
and i<'« 0.00018 and an S value of 101.117* fhe value 
chosen for v was 30.5 cm h*^. Bote that negative values 
for have been permitted in Figure 27. Although the 
computer function can easily accommodate values for the 
translocation parameters less than sero such values 
are clearly impossible physically, fhey have been in^ 
eluded in Figure 27 in order that a more complete vieual 
picture of the solution space can be obtained.
Obviously a contour map hiiving similar ciiaracteristics 
to the one in Figures 52 and 33 could be obtained for 
moot reasonable values of v, Qic Jc*, ccoordinates pro- 
Cæxixz^  the iûal’aal values i i.lli be dxlfcrout for
i i f f yclvciticc v as will alsc the depth and shape 
cf the valley. However# there tc nc toubt that a valley 
will c:cict nxiO. that a mlnianin value of B will also cxirt 
somewhere along its base* If tiiis valley is followed 
as it deEGcnds# then its lowest point will %e invariably 
reached. It is on this j>rinciple that the search strategy 
is based.
Ihe cptimisation programme thi:c operates according 
to thG following strategy. For an arbitrarily celocted 
value of V# the progromne starts at the caigin i iC « 0.0 
^  » 0.0) and by calculating values of 3 for consecutively 
incroaeing values of s- it searches along: tJia -axis 
for the point where the bottom :.,f the volley ir- inver—fi
coctcjd. That is# the ixi’cyromr :c holdr- J< constant and 
iterates Jlcf in suitable steps# calculating an 3 value 
for each iteration, until a temporary" minizrun value 
cf B in found. The <T (lee:: tlian) prcperty operating 
over the solution space io used to judge the point 
where tills minimum value occurs. lonr as the value
— 9 Ÿ""
of s is decreasing# the iteration is continued. When 
8 iacroaees for the first time# the previoidly caloulat^ 
value io taken to he the temporary minimum. Tiiis value 
and the asoociated and pl^ a^re then stored by the 
coi^^ter for futipre refereiui^. The search ie continued
r r\n*oiA>Jf, ^e-rr/^c^Sc*
by increasingx ^  back to sero and again iterating it 
by suitable steps until a second temporary minimum is 
found. If this tes^msary minimum is smaller than the 
former one# tlien it is stored in tlie ctxaputer memory#
A' i* a^iin increased and j< reset to ssero and once 
more iterated. Temporary s^iinim are thus found for 
consecutive values of # so long as tliese minima are 
decreasing the procedure is continued. However# when 
the S values begin to increase the previm^sly calculated 
value of S onà the associated f\ -^values are printed 
out Iqr the G<mputer on the optimal ones. These x/ill 
be referred to in symbole as S ^ ,
Clearly the precision of the searcîi programme depends 
cm the sise of the steps by %diich the R  -values are in­
creased. In the iteratlcm ]^oceduro forR^for ozample# 
the step sise# A  (I | is at first relatively large# having 
a value of tcT^. fftmt knowledge of the solution space 
it is known tliat the S values predicted during an iterative 
process# at first decease and then increase as the value 
of pC passes the bott<^ of the valley. Hence tJiis large 
A  Roan produce large inaccuracies. In order to increase 
precision the prcgramie makes sucoest.ive approximations 
as folloim.  ^The iteration continues with its present 
value of Ajcuntil S increases for the first time. The 
iterative procedure then pauses# the presently existing 
value op A is set back by 1.5 % d A and reduced by
a factor of 10# j#. ARls set equal to 0.0001. A new 
approximation is then made by restarting the iteraticm 
with this reduced step sise. This procedure is repeated 
and each new approximation becomes more and %wre accurate. 
When a desired degree of precision is reached# the approx­
imations stop and the temporary minimum is considered
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! FIGURE 34 (cont)
I PROGRAM STMFIT(INPUT,OUTPUT)I DIMENSION A(1S),8(15),C(15),DIVP(4),DIVG(4),AAA(2S)
I REAL KI.K2
i
T READING THE INITIAL VALUES FOR THE TRANSOCATION PARAMETERS AND
C FOR THE ACTIVITY CURVE AT STATION ONE
I !
I READ q9q,K].K?,VEL,Z7,AA?PP,CC,DD,FE,EF,GG,HH,WW '
IRRR F0RMAT(F9.S/,F9,5/,F9.5/,F4.7/,Fll.ô/,Fll.G/,Fll.6/.Fl].6/,Fll.6/,
! 1F]1.6/,FI].6/,FI1.6/,F7.5)
^  PRINTING THESE VALUES OUT FOR REFERENCE
j
I PRINT 997,Kl,K2,VEL,AA,BB,CC,nD,EE,FF,GG,HH,WW
997 FORMAT(]0X,3F9.S/,10X,AF13.6,/,10X,F7.S)
1C READING IN THF PROGRAM PARAMETERS WHICH DETERMINE THE INITIAL
C STEP SI7E, FINAL PRECISION AND CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE ROOT DATf
READ lOnO'DELTA,BETA,FINISH,TERM 
ÜOÔO F0PMAT(F7.5,/,F7.S,/,F7.G,/,F7.5)
I START=DFLTA
j END=7Z
i MMM=1
I CALL DATA(TERM,AAA,A,IC0UNT)
I PRINT 101
101 FORMAT(IHl)
C SETTING THE VALUES FOR THE WORKING PROGRAM PARAMETERS BEFORE
C STARTING THE OPTIMIZATION
|l02 MMM=l
! GUESS=C1=0.0
I M = 0
J = 0
AA1=K1 
P ,R  1 = K ?
;C s t a t e m e n t  NUMBER 100 BEGINS AN ITERATION
ilOO' SUM=0.0
! SUMA=O.Ô
I ERRQR=0.0
I DO 60 1=1,3
j 60 DIVP(I)=DIVG{I)=0.0
I W=END-IC0UNT+1.0
! DT=1.0/(3.0*VEL)
NN=I 
R=WW
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FIGURE 34 (cont.)
IC THF NEXT INSTRUCTION STARTS THE COMPUTER FUNCTION
i 3 P = R + OT
I DIVP(I)=0.0
i DO 50 1=1,3
' 50 SUMA=SUHA+niVP(I)+DIVG(I)
i Y1 = AA + Pi^  (PP + Ri^  (CC + R* (DD + R* (EE+R* (FF + R* (GG + P'::' ))))))I DIVP(1)=Y1-SUMA
I SUM=SUM+Y1-SUMA
SUMA=0.n
IF((W-R).LT.(DT-0.n0Q01))GO TO
55 1=3
51 F1=0IVP(I)*AA1
: F2=niVG(I)*RPl
j F=F1-FZ
I DI\/G(I)=OrVG(I) +F
0IVP(I+1)=0IVP(I)-F 
IF(I.F0.1)G0 TO 3 
1 = 1 - 1  
GO TO sT
C THE ABOVE INSTRUCTION ENDS TH^ COMPUTER FUNCTION
iC THE VALUE OF S (THF SUM OF THE WEIGHTED SQUARED ECROR) IS
:C CALCULATED STARTING AT STATEMENT ^ AND IS SUMMED IN THE
!C IDENTIFIER 'FPROR'I
4 R (NN)=SUM~A(NM)
I W=W+1.0
ERR0R=ERR0R+(R(NN)**2)/A(NN)
NN=NN+1
IF(W.GT.END)GO TO 7
00 TO 55 . . . .
C THE IF STATEMENT AT 7 CANNOT RE FULFILLED THE FIRST TIME RECAUSE
jC OF M, EVERYTIME THEREAFTER IT COMPARES THF PRESENT S WITH THE
IC PREVIOUS VALUE OBTAINED FOR S
7 IE(ERROR.GT.CHECK.AND.M.GT.O)GO TO 8
C THE NEXT TEN INSTRUCTIONS INCREASE Kl AND STORE THE PARAMETER
C VALUES AND ERRORS IN AKl,AK2,AND C(I)
CHECK=ERROR 
DO 70 I=1,IC0UNT 
70 C(I)=P(T)
AK1=K1
AK2=K?
M=M + 1
GAMMA=1.0
K1=K1+GAMMA*DELTA
A A 1=K1
GO TO 1Ô0
— 9 ff—
■ FIGURE 34 (coat)
! C t h e if STATEMENT AT 8 IS FULFILLED WHEN THE STEP SIZE IS SMALL
iC ENOUGH. OTHERWISE Kl IS SET BACK AND THE STE? SIZE IS REDUCED
!
' A IF(DELTA.LT.(FINISH/10.0))GO TO S
GAMMA=Î.0
K1=K1-1.5*GAMMA*DELTA
IE(K1.LT.n.0)K]=0.0
DELTA=OFLTA/10.0
M=0
AA1=K]
GO TO 100 
Q IFfMMM.I T.2)DUWMY=CHECK+1
IF(CHECK.GT.DUMMY)GO TO 35 
MMM=MMM+ 1 
I DUMMY=CHECK
| c  THE INDIVIDUAL HOURLY ERRORS ARE PRINTED OUT AND THE VALUE OF S
ic FOR THE TEMPORARY MINIMUM. TH^ VALUE OF Kl IS SET PACK TO ZERO
C AND K2 IS INCREASED
PRINT 10,VEL*AKP,AK1,CHECK,(C(L),L=I,IC0UNT)
10 F0RMAT(?X,F4.1,3X,?F9.6,3X,F17.3,/*14F9.1)
KI=0.0 
C1=AK1 
C2=AK2 
EPSILON=1.0 
K2=K2+EPSIL0N*AETA 
! M = 0
I AAI=K]
I PSl=K2
DELTA=START 
I GO TO 100
I
|c THE IF STATEMENT AT 35 IS FULFILLED WHEN THE STE* SIZE FOR K2
C IS SMALL ENOUGH. OTHERWISE THF VALUE OF K2 IS SET gAcK AND
THE STEP SIZE IS REDUCED
5 IF(SETA.LT.FINISH)GO TO 30
K1=0.0 
AA1=K1 
EPSILON=1.0
K2=C2-EPSIL0N*1.5*PETA 
IF(K2.LT*0.0)K2=0.0 
PETA=PFTA/in.O 
PP1=K2 
I  ^ M = 0
I ■' MMM=1
I DELTA=START
I PRINT 36
I 36 f o r m  a t (//)
I GO TO ÏO0
|c • THE OPTIMAL VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN FOUND AND ARE 
,C PRINTED OUT
30 K1=C1
K2 = C2
PRINT 99R,VFL«K1,K?
:998 F O R M A T (///,]OX,'OPTIMAL VALUES OF TRANSLOCAT lO N PA P A M E T E R S ' , / / , 1 5 X  
I l,'VFL'.10X,'K l*,inx, 'K 2',/,1 4X,F6 .3 .5X,F9. 6, 3X,F9.6 )
j STOP
! END .
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! FIGURE 34 (cont,l
C THE SUPPOUTTNE DATA PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING FONCIONS
C Ï. RPADS IN THE VALUES FOR THE ACCUMULATION OF TRACED AT THF
C ROOT, MULTIPLIES THE" OY TERM TO CHANGE THEM TO THE SAME
C EFFICIENCY AS THE G.M. TURE
!C ?. READS IN THE DATA FOP THE INTEGRALS UNDER THE PROFILES
!C 3. SUMS THESE TWO TO FIND THE HOURLY INTEGRAL VALUES
SURROUTTNE DATA(TERM,AAA,A,lCOUNT) 
DIMENSION AAA(25),A(15)
N=]
2 READI,AAAfN)
1 FORMAT(FIO.I)
IF(AAA(N).LT.O.O)GO TO 3 
M=N +1 
GO TO 2
3 N=N-1 
1 = 0
500 1=1+1
READ 501,A(I)
501 FORMAT(Fin.1)
IF(A(I).GT.O.O)GO TO 5Ô0 
IC0UNT=I-1
PRINT 600,TERM 
600 FORMAT(5X,'CORRECTION FACTOR =',F7.4,/) 
DO 100 1=1,N 
WDT=AAA(I)*TERM 
PRINT 502,AAA(I),WOT
502 FORMAT(RF15.1)
AAA (I)-WOT
ÏÔO CONTINUE 
PRINT inl
101 FORMAT;///)
N = N + 1
ISTEP=IC0UNT+1 
DO 102 T=1,IC0UNT 
N=N-1 
' ISTEP=ISTEP-1
A(I5TEP)=A(ISTEP)+AAA(N)
102 CONTINUE
DO 103 I=l.ICOUNT 
PRINT 503,A (11
503 f o r m a t (Î3X,FI 0.1)
103 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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to be foimcL, Similar arrangements exist for the 
step sise, The computer programme allov/s for any 
reasonable limit to be placed on the final accuracy; 
but in practice a final step sise of for and
10*"^  for PC^were selected. A greater precision for f(} 
was chosen because of the two parameters, it tends to 
be the more influential.
A cctoputer programme which performs this optimisation 
routine was v/ritten in Fortran and is included in Figure 
34. A typical output is given in Figure 35. Since the 
programme selects the optimum -parameters for only one 
value of the velocity, it is necessary to run the pro­
gramme for a series of values for v. The S 
predicted can then be plotted against v and the absolute 
minimum for S selected. The corresponding value for v 
ana the associated A  and p;^ , constitute the solution 
to the problem. This optimto values for S, v, J<^and A  
will be designated
Analysis of Caesium 137 Expérimental Results;
When the optimisation programme was applied to the 
experimental results for caesium as described in Chapter 
2 the outcome was not as successful as might have been 
hoped. Figure 36 illustrates the variation with v of 
^min* A-'zain* min obtained from the optimisation
programme. The parameters predicted are v^ ^^  ^« 30,5cm h^^,
* 0.004609 and » 0.00018 (the same as in the
contour map of Figure 33). When these parameters are 
used with the simulation the results obtained are those 
illustrated in Figure 37* The linear régression lines 
which were fitted to the data are plotted as solid lines, 
the corresponlng computer simulation profiles as dashed 
lines. It can be seen that the simulated profiles agree 
with those obtained experimentally only at station one.
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They diverge ixwsreasingly the further dotm the axle 
they are comimred. The agreement at station one of 
course» Is to be expected» because it is one of the 
conditions Imposed on the optimisation programme#
In examination of the total number of units In the 
simulated system also reveals that the second condition 
Imposed on the programme Is fulfilled» that Is# equation 
(4) Is satisfied# It would seem then that the optimi­
sation programme Is functioning correctly and an ex­
planation of these results must be sought elsewhere#
Two possibilities present themselves neither of v;hlch 
seems very satisfactory#
first the parameters may change with distance down 
the axis# It was seen In Chapter 3 that an Increasing 
velocity or decreasing values of and j^ l^iave the effect 
of Increasing the negative slope of the profiles and 
causing them to become concave upwards» Whereas a de­
creasing velocity or increasing values of pi and fC. 
do the reverse# Hence It la possible» althou^ noth
very likely» that the parameters change with distance 
in such a way that the experimental profiles could be 
obtained# The optimisation programme Is capable of 
assessing tiils possibility by predicting sets of para­
meters which match the profiles at several stations» 
enabling the sort of variation required for a fit to 
be found#
This waa done for the first five stations and the 
results are presented graphically In Figure 38# It 
can be seen that the parameters all Increase with dis­
tance down the petiole» a situation which Is not Im­
possible to accept on physiological grounds# Ihyslcally 
this could be Interpreted as an Increase In linear 
velocity due to an Influx of water Induced by a non-zero 
suction potential (Bschrlck et al, 1972; Lang» 1973)#
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Altematively a decreasing cross sectional area of 
the phloem etreeaa with no uptake of water would pro­
duce a oinilor result* Combined with tîiis would be 
required an increase in the permeability of the sieve 
tubes to caesium 137.
A second possible explanation worthy of consideration
concerns ^ , the factoi converting the root—stock assay,
obtained via the wf 11-type plastic scintillator ® 
basis comparable to the Geiger lîuller assay of the petiole*
If this zmiltiplier were in error, too high for example,
then the integral function, I(t), vmuld correspondingly
be too large* An error would result in the optimisation
procodir e and results such as those in Pigure 37 might
well be obtained* In these circumstances a better fit
could be obtained by simply decreasing ^  *
As a result of testing this possibility it was found 
that decreasing ÿ from 0*25 to 0*13 (50^  ^reduction) 
produced a very reasonable agreement between the simulation 
and the experiment. Figure 39 demonstrates this agreement5 
the solid lines are the profiles obtained from the simulation 
and the experimental data is marked on with black dots*
In order to justify this re-calculation, the experimental 
set]^would have to be re-tested* In this respect, the 
important part of tîuj apparatus was the scintillator v/ell^  
for it is from tliis particular part of the apparatue that 
the data is obtained for calculating ^ * It was first 
thought that the efficiency of the scintillator miÿtit chcmge 
wi h depth and if the root-stock were monitored at one 
level and the rolled up petiole at another, then the dis­
crepancy produced could possibly account for the error 
(see Chapter 2 to recall the method used to obtain ^ )•
(The plastic—well was tested for a^depth effect* by 
placing a convenient amount of caesium 137 iu a sealed
15 ■'o
V
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FIGURE 40
137Assay of sealed Cs sourse at 
different depths in the plastic 
scintillator well.
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capsule and taking readings with this source in the 
well at different depths# The results of such an 
experiment are plotted in î*i{5ure 40# There is Indeed 
a depth effect in the well# causing almost a two-fold 
decrease in the count rate between the bottom and the 
top* However# this alone is hardly enou^ to justify 
such a reappraisal of )^  # especially as during the ex­
periment care was taken to confine tîie root and later 
the petiole to the middle half of the well# i*e* between 
Z. and 6 cm*
Of these two possible explanations for the in­
adequacy fit of the computer predictions to eaqperimental 
data# the following can be said# It would be acceptable 
to explain small systematic discrepancies on the groimds 
that y is in error# However the present discrepancies 
are too large# The first explanation asks rather too 
much of the axis physiology to be credible# and no in­
dependent data are to hand to verify it# There is of 
course alw’ays a third and more disappointing explanation 
the coneept of the model lias a serions flaw# Clearly 
further investigations are required to settle this issue#
— //o —
Purther Sxperia^ntal Eesiilts 
A# Caesium 157.
Experiments using isotope caesium 137 
constitute a major part of this work. % e n  the 
project was begun# cc^lum was chosen as a tracer 
because it possesses several convenient properties.
It has a long half-life, reasonably energetic^  — 
particles and is a ^ -emitter; all are attribute© 
which are useful in tliis type of research* It also 
has a high specific activity as commercially avail­
able# and thus can be used in low concentrations* 
furthermore as a univalent cation it is readily 
absorbed* Because it docs not normally occur in 
plants and seems to have no nmrked pliysiological 
activity one would thtfâ o3^ct it to act as a rather 
inert tracer carried alcuig passivdy in tlie phloem stream* 
This eaqpectation seems to be justified by the recent 
work on Saxifrafiça (Qoreshi and Spanner 1971}*
More than twelve experiments were attempted with 
but only eight were regarded as successful# fair­
ly full records in time and distance of the tracer 
movement being obtained* It is believed that some of 
the earlier experiments failed because of damage in­
flicted on the delicate vascular strand during pre­
paration* hater, when the experimental technique im­
proved# the failure rate decreased*
Comparing the caesium experiments as a whole 
some interesting observations can be made* Wr<m 
regarding the physical model described in Chapter 2# 
it would be exp^ted that the contemporaneous activity 
at the eight stations would follow an exponentially
///
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decireaDlng level dovm the axis* Por the caeslim 137 
experiment described in that chapter this was clearly 
the case. Unfortunately in the other experiments 
this orderly arrangement of activity falling with 
distance was not always obtained. Often some of the 
statloim would be out of sequence, figures 41 and 42 
demonstrate such a ease, Note that for these caesium 
results the activity curves at stations 3 and 4 (?lg#41 ) 
are too close together and those for 6, 7 and 8 seem 
to almost coincide, The effect produced when the 
logarithmic activities are plotted a^ULnst distance 
down the petiole is shown in Figure 42, linear re­
gressions have been fitted to these points and are 
drawn in as full lines. On a logarithmic scale the ' 
scatter about these rcgres^ilon lines does not appear 
to be out of the ordinary and the profiles all demonstrate 
the usual negative slope. However* the change in slope 
with time does not follow the usual decreasing pattern# 
at first the slopes increase and only after hour 9 do 
they begin to decrease, This result is a little difficult 
to explain in terms of the pî^sical model for It would 
suggest a change in the velocity constants with time, 
Alternatively these irregularities could be due to 
accidental variations in local bulk of tissue, orientation 
of the phloem relative to the G,M, window, or vertical 
distance of the latter above the bundle. All of these 
points are difficult to control experimentally,
These are not unreasonable explanations, other ex­
periments jfiave observed similar results (Iloorby et al, 
1963} and suggested comparable reasons, The sug^^estion 
about orientation of the phloem can be explained by 
noting the collateral nature of the central vascular 
strand of the petiole. As it grows the petiole twists 
in a spiral fashion. Hence when It is dissected out and
- / /4-
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placed on the perspex shelf it ie very difficult to 
ensure that the phloen is uppermost# i*e., facing 
the window* Between this orientation and that with 
the xylem uppermost there is probably an appreciable 
change ^  --counting efficiency owing to self absorpticm* 
Unfortunately this point was not realised early enough 
for it to be investigated*
A second feature of these experiments which is 
of interest# relates to the detailed shape of the 
semi*#logarithmic profiles* In most oases the profiles 
were judged to be fairly linear* The historical emphasis 
placed on this type of profile has been discussed in the 
Introduction* However# in two experiments the profiles 
showed a definite concave-^p curvature# similar to that 
obtained by Spanner ani Prebble# 1961* figure 43 is a 
graph of such a set of profiles* A fairly satisfactory 
explanation for this feature (see Chapter 3} would be 
that the velocity was increasing with distance or that 
the values of ' and were decreasing# but these sug* 
gestions need independent confirmation as there are 
other possibilities*
A third feature of the experiments as a whole re­
mains to be discussed* As a general observation it 
may be said that the caesium results presented graphically 
in figures 3# 4 and 5 are a fair representation of all 
the caesium experiments* Shat is all liave similar 
general characteristics* Summarising caesium the ex- 
périments show:
1* for moderate experimental times (about 15 
hours) the concenti^tion of tracer in the 
petiole at the individual stations continually 
increases*
— // 6 —
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Accumulation of Br 
in the root-stock.
1C-
TIHE (HOURS)
Time course of activity for Bromine 82 
monitored by a G.H, tube at eight stations 
equally spaced over the petiole of Nymphoides 
peltata.
1210
TIMS (HOURS)
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2* The concentration of tracer in the petiole 
fcrciD a descending pattern from apex to 
base* In general tliis pattern follows an 
exponential law*
3# The activity curves at stations one to eight 
are concave up.
4# The semi-logarithmic profiles are either 
linear or concave up. Ko concave down pro­
files were observed.
These observations i«lll thus form a basis with 
which caesium experiments can be compared wi%.h similar 
e:q>eriment8 using other isotopes.
B. Bromine 82 :
Three successful experiments were performed using 
as a tracer, one in September 1972 and two in 
June 1973. The second experiment produced the most 
consistent set of activity curves for the eight G.M. 
stations and was therefore chosen for analysis. The 
results were corrected for half-life and are included 
in figure 44.
When compared with the caesium 137 experiments 
some interesting similarities and differences are 
apparent. Bike the latter, the activity at each 
station increases with time. On a distance basis 
the curves form an ordered descending sequence, with 
station one being the hipest. It is therefore reason­
able to assume that a general distribution process is 
taking place similar to the one assumed for caesium 137. 
Unlike caesium however, the activity versus time curves 
are concave down throughout (instead of concave up), 
a property which proved to be characteristic of Br
~ H 8 ~
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experiments .
Profiles for hours two to tea were obtained frmn 
figure 44 and are plotted in figure 45 on a vertical 
logarithmic scale, from figure 45 it can be seen that 
the profiles are fairly linear* Regression lines were 
fitted to the profiles and. are drawn in solid on the graph.
Analysis by the optimisation programme proved to be 
less successful than in the case of caesium 157. The 
optimum transport parameters turned out to be • 36.0
cm h*“^ t Kîn^ * Û.004535 and * 0. Thus lateral
leakage seems to be substantially irreversible. The pro­
files agree of course at station one but diverge from the 
experimental results down the axis; the error at station 
eight is considerable. If is reduced from its cal­
culated value of 1.25 to 0*175 (an Q6% reduction} then 
a good agreement bet%reen the data and the simulation can 
be obtained# but an error in the experimentally determined 
value of this sise seems quite out of the question. In 
this case the parameters predicted become v ^ ^  « 30.0, 
^*min “ 0.01001, R^4ln * which are not outstandingly 
different, figure 46 illustrates this agreement, the 
data is presented as dots and the predicted profile as 
solid lines*
The indication of irreversible leakage obtained when 
!( is reduced to 0*175 is interesting because it can be 
checked against the experimental data in a second way* 
Spanner (1961) demonstrated that in the case of irre­
versible leakage, intercepts which are taken between 
consecutive hourly profiles by straight lines sloping 
down at a eons tant gradient equal to K S* will give
A ' V
the distance traversed by the translocating stream in 
one hour (see also Chapter 3). If the bromine 82 ex­
periment has irreversible leadcage, then it should 
satisfy this condition (provided of course, tiiat tîxe 
mass flow model is valid). To test t iis the regression
qFIGURE 47
Tiie regression profiles of Fig, 4,U 
are extapolabed to 30 cm. and plotted 
as solid lines. See the text for 
an explanation of the dashed lines
DIST.'UiCE D O m  THE AXIS (CM)
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lines in Figure 45 were replotted (Figure 47) to cover 
a distance of 30 cm. of the axis and with a more con­
venient vertical scale. Straight lines were then drawn 
betimen consecutive profiles as^own and their slopes 
calculated. From Chapter 2 it is knoim that
or
AX
since At As
V
Because ^ cm. for the simulation, the slope of
all the dashed lines in Figure 47 should be 0.01001 x 3 
« 0.03003• The table below demonstrates the extent 
to which the slopes as calculated agree with this value
PEOiiLBs m s m m  
WHICH THE IHTEH- 
CEPTS WERE TAKEN
VALUE OP THE 
SÎ.OPE
PER CENT 
BIPPERKNCE
2 - 3 0.0314 4- 0.0390
3 - 4 0.0306 0.0009
4 - 5 0.0300 - 0.0009
5 - 6 0.0303 0.0000
6 - 7 0.0305 + 0#0Q6S
7 - 8 0.03C5 + 0,0066
6 - 9 0.0303 0.0000
9 - 1 0 0.03091 + 0.0198
Considering the amount of unavoidable variation in the 
subject, and the experimental error in measurement, 
the agreement is rather striking. As this evidence 
was obtained independently of the optimisation pro- 
graimae, it strongly suggests two conclusions: first 
that the values « 30.0 cm h""^ , * 0.01001
rand K mtw « 0.0 indicated by the optimisation programme
"tas-
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application of 0.020
may be better values; and second that the weak point 
in the experimeutaa work lies in the evaluation of ^  #
hegarding the mechanism of translocation, the re—
82suits obtained for ^ B r  have a particular interest.
In a recent review (i4acEobbie 1973) the potassium or 
electro—asmotic theory of translocation has been criti<?is.ed 
on the grounds that if the sieve pores are characterised 
by being filled vfith protenaceous filaments, possessing 
fixed negative charges on their surface, then anions 
should be impeded in their longitudinal movement.
Bromine 82 being an anion would be expected therefore 
to be transported at a rate at least slower than caesium 
137, a cation, Ihis, however, did not turn out to be 
the case an although not much weight can be given to 
this observation interesting questions are raised,
C, Sodium 22:
Sodium 22 proved for some reason, to be a difficult 
isotope with wliich to work. Of the seven experiments 
performed none seemed very satisfactory, Zhe final one 
was the best and was accoirdingly selected for anauLysis,
The isotope appeared to readily enter the translocating 
stream and was transported without difficulty; but the 
expected orderly arrangement of the activity curves for 
the eight stations required for the optimisation analysis 
was not obtained. Figure 48 is an activity versus time 
plot of the best set of results and illustrates the pro­
blems encountered.
It is not possible to decide from tliis graph v/hich 
activity curves are most at variance with idealised axis^ 
as visualised by the physical model. However it can be 
seen that stations three and four are at first in their 
expected positions relative to one another and that later
FIGURE 49
A graph illustrating the technique used 
t© obtain the multipliers for each Geiger 
station. The multiplier is obtained by- 
finding the ratio of the data point to the 
related point on the line.
g
I 4x10
station 1
station %
i
^Regression line which has been fitted 
to the data from the gamma spectrometer.g  3x10
a
I
station 3
station 5
-Line drawn through the data for the 
final assay of the petiole parallel 
to the regression line above.
Sctation 8station 6
station 7
2x10
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their positions are reversed| one at least would 
therefore seem to be aberrant* Similar comiiients 
can be made regarding stations seven and eight* 
furthermore it is strongly suspected thatthe aberration 
occuring at each station is not constant with time; 
that iSt the activity curves at some stations move 
either up or down with time relative to their 
hours * Examining stations two and three for example « 
it appears that station two becomes disproportionately 
high with time relative to station three*
In order to investigate the reason for this un­
expected feature an addition to the usual experimental 
technique was made* At the end of the experiment the 
petiole was cut into one centimeter lengths and the 
individual sections as ayed by a gamma spectrcaneter* 
This additional information provided a distribution 
profile, measured by independent method which avoided 
some of the possible sources of aberration such as the 
distance of the G*H* window from the strand* The in­
tention was to find out in what way readings at the 
individual stations deviated from the ideal (i*e* that 
belonging to physical uniformity) and to obtain a 
multiplier for each which might be used to correct 
them all to this ideal* If there was no relative 
vertical drift in the individual stations with time, 
then the curves, corrected in this manner should every­
where fall into correct order*
The data obtained from the gamma, spectrometer 
is plotted on a semi logarithmic scale in Figure 49 
and a regression line is fitted to the data points*
The final counts obtained for the eight G.M* stations 
eire also plotted on the same graph# A straight line 
parallel to the regression line above, itas been drawn 
through these points so as to fit them ^n the fairest
501
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FIGURE 30
The activity versus tiir.o curves of Fig.^S  
have been adjusted by m u l t iplying each by 
an experinentally obtained f a c t o r ( see tex 
for explanation) and are replotted. The 
small x's associated with stations 5 5
are the related r. ten for those curves as 
obtained from the sinulation.
10 12 
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way» It iB thus an eausy task to obtain a multiplier 
for e#ch station by calculating the ratio of the ob­
served G*M. reading to that of the corresponding point 
on the line. The chart below illustrates the eight 
factors obtained in tliis way.
STATIOH COKHjSCTIOK
FACTOR
1 0.936
2 0.964
- 3 1.075
‘ 4 0.88
5 0.969
6 1.109
? 1.115
6 0.95
The G.k. readings for each station were then multiplied 
by these factors to "regularise** the activity curves; 
the results are plotted in Figure 50.
For hours 13 to 20 inclusive, these regularised 
activity curves form a reasonably ordered descending 
sequence; for progressively earlier times however, 
the data shows a divergence from this pattern. The 
reason for such a variation with time is not immediately 
obvious. It might be due to localised inequalities in 
geometry of the axis, causing the tracer to accumulate 
or it might be explained on the grounds tliat the trans- 
location parameters (probably and ÇC ) were varying 
with time at certain points on the axis. A third ex­
planation might be that the petiole has simply grown
in length causing bumps to form in the axis. Such an 
r*
occuqance could easily cause the petiole to be closer 
to the G.M# %findow later in the experiment and hence 
increase the counting efficiency. In either case an
analysis of the data by the optiiaieation programme 
would be prejudiced. Thia is particularly true if 
the parameters are changing with time, because time 
independence of the translocation parameters is one 
of the basic assumptions on which the programme is 
based. However having made these observations, an 
analy is was still attempted and a reasonable match 
to the data obtained.
It was assumed that the parameters operating 
at station one were constant with time and that the 
variation in other stations did not appreciably affect 
the rate of delivery of tracer at the root-stock. 
Further, since the regularised activity curves seemed 
to be reasonably consistent during hours 13 to 20, 
the translocation profiles were obtained for these 
times and were considered to be a true representation 
cf the experiment. The intention was to use the op­
timisation programme to predict a match to the profiles 
for hours 13 to 20 and then to compare the predicted 
accumulation in R for the simulation with the related 
experimental data. Those parameters which minimise 
the deviation between these two were considered the 
best. It was thus necessary to decide upon a criterion 
for judging the magnitude of the erj'or between the pre­
dicted and observed root—stock accumulation. The re­
lation
20
S
was chosen as a basis of judgements, v/here the y^ are 
the observed root—stock data and are the predicted 
E values. The similarity between tliâs relation and the 
relation used to judge betterment in the optimisation 
programme is obvious.
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Agreement between the accumulation 
of tracer in the root-stock (data 
marked by x ’s) and the computer 
simulation values of R,
8 12 201b0
TIMS (HOURS)
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Placing eapî?aeis on the root-stock accusmlatj on 
in this way hag the following effect* A trial match 
to the experimental profiles for hours 13 to 20 as 
predicted by the optimisation programme, le given no 
weight, it is used only as a guide* This ia clearly 
as it should be, because it would be quite unfair to 
predict values of the parameters which are considered 
to be operating during the whole experiment (20 hours 
in all) on observations rae.de only dxuring the last 
eight hoars* lurtoemore, the profiles for hours 13 
to 20 are very nearly parallel, hence considerable 
error can arise in the optimisation routine* The 
valucî> of the selected parameters therefore have 
little mignificance*
The value of ^  evaluated from experimental measure­
ments was 1*08, but in order to produce a fit between 
simulation print out and experimental results, this 
value had to be reduced to 0*044. Such a re-evaluation 
hardly seems realistic and the technique was thoroughly 
re-investigated* However no obvious reason could be 
found for the failure to get a good fit, and had to 
be taken as 0*044# The optimum values of the trans- 
location parameters for this value of t were * 31.0
cm h"*^ , * 0.3088 and ^  « 0. The predicted
hourly values for the activity curves at stations five 
and eight are marked on Figure 30 as small x*s; station 
one is, of course, in ccwaplete agreement. Figure 51 
demonstrates the agreement achieved between the data 
for the root-stock accumulation and that predicted by 
the simulation*
It would be unwise to place as much emphasis on
pp 4
the results obtained for Ha as on those forop
and Br. The very large re-evaluation required f(F 
undermines confidence and clearly the technique '
used to obtain a match was not as unobjectionable as
in the previous instances* nevertheless they do
demonstrate that a fair match can be obtained but 
suggest tiiat there is some systematic fault initering 
in the analysis similar to that for and ^^Br.
The nature of this fault is still unknowni
22Regarding the Ha experiments as a whole it 
can be said that Figure 48 is a fair sample of them 
all* The activity versus time curves at e-ch station 
are all fairly consistantly concave down throughoutop
moreso than in the cause for Br* A very fsist rise 
in activity at each station which soon levels of : and 
is followed by a more gradual increase seems typical 
of this isotope*
D* Other Isotopes:
An analysis of an experiment using an isotope 
of potassium would have been of particular interest 
because of the obvious connection between potassium 
and the potasslum-elcctro-osmotic theory. An ex-
j 2
périment using ^ K w&s performed but this isotope 
proved to be too difficult to work with* The very 
high energy of the ^  emissions and short half-life 
(12*5 hours) confused the instrumental readin^js* 
Furtheimore the low specific activity of required 
that a large amount had to be applied to the petiole, 
a condition which was made further inconvenient by 
the fact that potassium is a very abundant ion in 
phloem* Ho further experiments using potassium 42 
were therefore attempted.
Rubidium 86 was next considered as a substitute
for potassium because of its many similar physical
properties* Three experiments were performed with
^ ^ b  but unfortunately all proved unsatisfactory and 
no analysis was possible. At this point time did not
permit further experiments and this line of research
had to be left for investigations in the future.
s u
Discussion:
S<mc researchers in the field of plant physiology 
have criticised the use of mathematical models as a 
means of analysing translocation expc^riments * Wohh and 
Gorham (1965 a) for example have concluded:
A mathematical analysis of such a complicated 
physiological system must extend beyond the re­
latively simple treatments of Canny (1962 a),
Bvane et al* (1963}# and horwits (1958)# With 
the insufficient and conflicting quantitative 
information on translooation that is presently avail­
able it is doubtful whether the process can yet be 
usefully expressed in mathematical tenas#
Crofts and Crisp in their book "Phloem Transport in Plants* 
(1971) express the opinion:
&3any attends have been made to set up mathematical 
BWdels in order to test iiypotheses about the mechanism 
of translocation# host of these have been over­
simplifications that have not dealt realistically 
with phloem anatomy^ sieve tube structure, the 
relation of pliloem exudation to mechanism and the 
specific results of tracer studies#
and with specific reference to the work of Spanner and 
frebblc (1962) they state:
This paper by Spanner illustrates again the futility 
of attempting a mathematical analysis of transport#
It would s e ^  that this adverse opinion is fouz^ed 
on tv;o Slain critioiaas. First that not enough qimntita- 
tive information is available on Wiich a math«aatieal 
analysis can be based; and second that so far, all 
mathematical models require that too many simplifications 
be made of a very cosaplex system and honce they cannot 
do it justice# These criticisms are in part justified
• • ' I -
but to go so far as to stigmatise mathematical analyses 
as futile, ia over hasty oud pessimistic.
Umioubtedly trauslocatioa is a very ijtivolved pro­
cess, which it must be allowed loay be subject to :aany 
unsuspected complications. Hm/ever there are certain 
aspects of the translooation pattern: which appear to 
be well-established and consistent; the source-sink 
relationship, and the exponential nature of axial tracer 
distribution for example• These suggest a general pro­
cess for transloc tion which ought to be capable of 
mathematical expression, locally disturbing nox^-vmlformitles 
along the axis are to be expected but careful choice of 
subject should be able to limit these to manageable pro­
portions, There is also no doubt that adequate information 
regarding the time course of transport has been lAcldlng, 
and tills is probably the reason why no complete analysis 
has been attempted let alone performed using one of the 
published models. Nevertheless this too is a state of 
affairs which is remediable and which, in fact, the pre­
sent investigation lias attempted to remedy.
Strictly speaking ccBuputer siisulations are quite 
different from physico-mathematical models; however it 
woiild not be improper to classify this work broadly as 
a mathematical analysis. To an appreciable extent the 
present computer simulation technique has overcome some 
of the problems arising from mathematical complexity; 
certainly it has opened up a new approach which seems 
promising. The experimental technique used provides,
80 far as the author is aware, the iiost complete record . 
of tracer distribution in space a m  time tiiat has so far 
been attempted. Ihrea in tlicmselves the experimental re­
sults provide valuable information and raise intriguing 
questions. In particular a comparison of the nature of 
the activity versus time curves is most interesting. It
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will be recalled tliat the curves for caesium 137 are 
concave up, tliose for bromine 82 are concave down
OO
while those for sodium 22 are similar to v hr but 
differ in that at first they iiave a fast rise, followed 
by a later less steep slope. Ilost probably these shapers 
are due to a combination of the physiological attributes 
of the isotope involved, such as its cellular uptake 
behaviour and the kinetics of the translocalion pro­
cess. Although it is most tempting to speculate it 
would be premature to do so at this point. More research 
is required.
In the past considerable emphasis has been placed 
on the linear nature of the semi—logarithmic profiles. 
Indeed it was this observation which began the mathematioS. 
treatment based on the mass—flow-lateral lealcage hypothesis 
(Honrits, 1958). The results obtained in this work 
elaborate this observation and suggest that altkou#i 
this linearity is important it is not critical. Slightly 
concave up or down profiles can reasonably be cxpedtM 
fron experimental results but momt probably ^muld not 
be immediately obvious because of the techniques used 
for assay, excision and liquid scintillation counting 
for example.
As a means of describing the translocation process, 
the simulation is fairly successful. It is true tliat, 
like the physico-mathematical models underlying it, the 
simulation simplifies the nature of translocation by 
aesmiag a mass flow with lateral passage beti^een 
homogenous phases. But the simulation gains in being 
far more versatile. Ho restriction is placed on the 
input function, nor on the nature of thv lateral leak­
age or the invariance of the transport parameters with 
time and space. With a little elaboration the simulation 
could be made to represent almost any reasonable situiion.
—  / J é -
providing the basic elements of the mass flow hypothesis 
were retained. On the mirface at least it can be said 
that the simulation as itis used here seems to promise 
an adequate representation the tramilocation process.
The similarity betv/een the experimental results and the 
simulation print out are certainly striking and the fact 
that the simulation can be mride to match these results, 
even if a little "special pleading" is required, is en­
couraging. As a general teoîmique, simulations, and in 
particular ccmiputer simulations, are becoming a more 
and more important method of research. Ho doubt in the 
future new simulations will be developed and applied to 
the problem of phloem transport with hopefully greater 
success.
It is disappointing that the optimisation programme 
failed to provide a close match to the experimental re­
sults without the element of "special pleading" mentioned. 
The fact that a close quantitative match to experimental 
results could be obtained if the value of y  was arbitrarily 
changed, suggests that a systematic fault exists somewhere 
in the analysis or in the experimental procedure. Hone 
of the suggestions made to explain this fault seems very 
satisfactory. To this important extent the present work 
leaves a good deal to be desired. Qualitatively It may 
be said to have been successful; quantitatively more, 
perhaps much more, remains to be done. But at least it 
suggests a way in which significant parameters, such as 
the leakage constants, may be estimated. These may prove 
to be of great value for comparative purposes.
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APPENDIX 1
Details of tracers.
Tracer Half-life Specific
Activity
(mCi/mg;
Typical 
dose 
(^C± )
Concentration 
as applied M. 
(approx.)
2.6 y 100 50 9x1o“5
137cs 50 y 25 50 5x10“^
82bp 56 h 200-400 50 2.5xie“5
APPENDIX 2
The chart below gives the instrumental readings obtained 
for the caesium 137 experiment as described in chapter two. 
Counts per 400s as regastered by the G.M. tube at the eight 
stations and by the plastic scintillator at the root-stock 
are listed with the time each reading began indicated in 
brackets below.
y
O' / / A./ %.K)/ Xj/
4oi
(20)
537
(30)
267
C40)
262
(50)
281
(60)
321
(70)
312
(80)
518
(90)
48378
(100)
1416
(110)
1248
CT2Ô9
956
(130)
1023
(l40)
1012
(150)
955
(160)
1192
(170)
983
(180)
117013
(190)
3181
(200)
2774
(210)
2217
(220)
2429
(230)
2462
(240)
2378
(250)
2600
(260)
2109
(270)
280748
(280)
5603
(290)
4808
(300)
4156
(310)
4225
(320)
4501
(330)
4286
(340)
4613
(350)
3845
(360)
560866
(370)
8832
(3SÛ)
7996
(■390)
8122
(400)
7348
(410)
6991
(420)
7226
(430)
7294
(440)
5953
(450)
958018
(460)
12637
(470)
11253
(480)
11343
(490)
10504
(500)
9865
(510)
9620
(520)
9941
(530)
7947
(540)
1439238
(550)
16390
(560)
14865
(570)
14775
(580)
13594
(590)
12890
(600)
12408
(700)
13038
(710)
10580
(720)
2012763
(730)
20033
(740)
18305
(750)
I8l64
(760)
16832
(770)
16020
(780)
15038
(790)
15464
(800)
12479
(810)
2640395
(820)
23249
(830)
21077
(840)
21026
C850)
19642
(860)
18567
(870)
17747
(880)
17994
(890)
14720
(900)
3297408
(1000)
25582
(1020)
23956
(1030)
24185
(1040)
22276
(1050)
20820
(1060)
20079
(1070)
19590
(1080)
16451
(1090)
3954564
(1100)
28117
(1120)
26612
(1130)
26123
(1140)
24780
(1150)
22942
(1160)
21934
(1170)
22034
(1180)
18442
(1190)
4621846
(1200)
30292
(1210)
29048
(1220)
29056
(1230)
27536
(1240)
25121
(1250)
23865
(1260)
23665
(1270)
20080
(1280)
5270978
(1290)
Dead’ time for the G.N.» tube  200 micro seconds
Dead time for the scintillator- 20 micro seconds 
Background counts
stn, 1----- 100 counts per 400s
Istn.
stn.
stn.
stn,
stn.
stn.
stn.
.80
.60
•40
■40
■40
root-well------ 34760 counts per 400s
APPENDIX 3
The chart below gives the instrumental readings 
obtained for the Bromine 82 experiment. Counts per 
^00 s. as registered by the G;M. tube and scintillator 
are listed and the time each reading began indicated 
below in brackets. Readings not corrected for half 
life.
3tn.1
3517
4589
(185)
5,428
204 
(405) 
6788 
(499
1585)
(675)
Stn. 2
2555
(105)
5448
(195)
4283
(325)
4983
(415)
5505
(505)
6070
(595)
6138
(689
6641
(775)
ris tn .  3
2037
(115)
P983
(205)
3829
039
4422
(425)
4944
015)
53''9.
3715^
(695)
5054
(785)
3tn.4
1643
(125)
2374
(219
2891
(349mi
I 2I
4168
(619
W85.
(795)
>tn. 5 
1442
(135)
P 5 3
i i g
l i i(445)
3494
(539
3,799
(6 2 9
4091
(719
4219
(805)
Stn. 6
1274
(145)
1868
(235)
2395,
(365)
2773
(455)
3194
0 4 9
3402
(635)
3734
(7 2 9
3869 
(819
S tn . 7 
1183
(155)
1720
(2 4 9
2219
079
2542
0 69
2974
055)
3246
(645)
3605,
(735)
3.580
(825)
Stn.8
962
(169
1410
055)
1792
P
(659
2850
(7 4 9
3,015
(835)
Root-well
45041 
075) 
78383 
005) 
109820
095) 
132860 
(485) 
149630 
075) 
15,7679
(665)
176443
055)
185240 
(845) .
Dead time for the G. M. tube .......200 micro seconds
Dead time for the scintillator......2 micro seconds
Background for the scintillator at time zéro 12100 
Background for the G.M'. tube at time zero
stn. 1....... 2612
stn. 2......  1686
stn... 3....... 1171
stn. 4 ...... 912
stn. 5......  791
stn... 6......  636
stn. 7...... 338
stn... 8......  435
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APPENDIX 4
The chart below gives the instrumental readings 
obtained for the Sodium 22 experiment. Counts per 
400s. as registered by G.M. tube and scintillator 
are listed and the time each reading began indicated 
below in brackets.
Stn.1
G902
(90)
1494A
19506 
(270) 
21688 (360)
(450)
24710
(540) 
25587 
(630) 
26336
2 ^ Â ^  
(810) 
27725, (900) 
28378
(990) 
29001 
(1080) 
28769
(1170)
Stn. 2
6482
flOO)
11096
(190)
144^5
I'fie?
(370)
19292
(460)
20658
(640)
23281
(730)
23813,
(820)
24669
(910)
25152
0000)
15524
0O9()
25996
(|18Q)
Stn.3 I Stn.4 I Stn.5
6732 
(110) 
10207 (200) 
12774 
(290)
14864
(470)
16845
ÏI7700 
\ (650)
{18644
il8?7? 
I (830) 
09137,I (920) 
09620'
; (1010) 
'19980
i â p
t 0190)
6028(120)
10114(210)
13762
(300)
iœ42
(390)
17002
(480)
17878,
(570)
18533,
(66c)
19210
, (750) 
19487 
(840) 
19897, 
(930) 
20125
! (1110) 
[20665 
i (1200)
8200 
(130) 
9369, (220) 
[11770 
I (3 1^
fl 3,659, 
I (t-oq)
Î14841
I (490)
n ^ 6 &
M3901
h i ? ?
I
M Œ 0 7
s tn .  6 
3476
579?,
030)
7954,
020)
9582,
01 c)
10523
(500)
14036,
0 9 o )
11846
(680)
11,935,
(770)
14940
12464 
, (950)
12792
(l04d>
12895,
(1130)
12885,
(122c)
Stn. 7 
2600
, 6 3 ,
(240) 
6510
(5 3 0) 
8012 
(420)
p57,
(510)
9505,
(^oq)
10005(690)
10245,
086)
10487(870)
10730,
(96q)
11252
(105^
11142
0140)
11427,
Ç1230)
Stn08 Root-well
2460
(160)
4424
(34^
(430)
9168.
9 ^ 8
(61 q) 
10469, 
(700) 
10802, 
(790)
11046,
(88O)
11273,
(970)
11426
(1O66)
11640
( 1 5c)
12681
(1240)
636I45
(70)
1508291
(260)
2045827
204805
0 4 0 )
[2870086
300271
3193412
(710)
32960,43
(800)
3384042
(890)
3465759(980)
5540943
( 070)
3632705
(160)_
3712256(1250)
Dead time for the G.M. tube 
Dead time for the scintillator 
Background counts
stn. 303
stn. 2...... 293
stn. 3....... 200
stn. 4 ....... 165
stn. 5....... 110
stn. 6.......105
stn. 7....... 100
stn. 8.......110
root-well 500 3 8
200 micro seconds 
,2 micro seconds
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